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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines accessibility o f urban networks to serve the transportation needs 
o f a community. The term accessibility is dealt w ith qualitatively and quantitatively, giving 
it a form and structure readily adaptable fo r implementation by metropolitan planning 
organizations. Accessibility has been defined fi’om the point o f view o f the network. This 
definition helps in interfacing the network w ith the traditional travel demand models. A 
methodology was enunciated to develop accessibility indices fo r urban areas and 
implemented by means o f automated software. The trip  generation stage in the traditional 
urban transortation planning process (UTPP) is used along w ith a geographic information 
system (GIS) based approach in order to develop a program that evaluates accessibility 
measures and presents them in a graphical manner.The indices are expected to aid 
transportation planners, managers o f public agencies and decision makers to make the best 
use o f available resources in making changes to the transportation system and also help 
compare the system accessibility both within the system and across various systems in a 
region. The methodology has been implemented and an alternatives analysis performed for 
the Las Vegas Metropolitan area The implementation scheme utilizes the spatial analysis 
capabilities o f GIS and interfrces with the UTPP. A  suite o f programs are developed in the 
GIS environment to automate the process to a simple menu driven system. Twenty two 
indices have been defined and analyzed for the study area. These include five indices each for
iii
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trip production and attraction parameters namely home-based work, home based school, 
home based shop, home based other and aggregate accessibility indices. Similarly, a 
combined model incorporating both the production and attraction models (consista^ o f six 
indices) and a demographic model (consisting o f five indices) are also developed and 
analyzed.
IV
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Traffic congestion has lately become one o f the most undesirable aspects o f urban 
living in the United States. The volume o f vehicles using the transportation netwoiic in many 
metropolitan areas has increased tremendously without a corresponding increase in capacity. 
Urban travel is estimated to be increasing at the rate o f 4 percent per year w ith the 
construction o f new facilities being expected to accommodate less than a quarter o f the 
additional demand. The 37 largest metropolitan areas in the United States have been 
reported to suffer 1.2 billion vehicle hours o f delay (NCHRP, 1991). The economic losses 
fo r the United States in 1994 due to congestion was estimated at $100 billion which is 
about S percent o f the GNP (TVHS America 1995). Consequently, travel times to work 
have suffered a considerable delay.
In conjunction with increased traffic flow, transportation professionals and public 
administrators o f today have to contend w ith an increase in public concern on aspects o f 
living such as automobile sources o f pollution (air and noise) and related problems. 
Budgetary problems and unavailability o f land resources for enhancing system capacity 
constitute other sets o f constraints. However, mary metropolitan areas in the United States 
are addressing the need to enhance the system capacity using a variety o f techniques
1
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including budding/ nKxlifyingthe network elements and employing intelligent transportation 
system initiatives. Changes to system capacity require considerable analyses primarily 
because they are highly resource intensive. Secondly, such changes take time (typically 
months to years) to materialize which requires a proper planning and implementation 
schedule. Once the change has been implemented, it is difficult to reverse because o f the high 
cost involved.
Some o f the questions that transportation professionals, elected officials and public 
administrators are required to answer include where to build, when to build and what to build 
in order that the system as a whole makes places and people more easily accessible without 
compromising with a plethora o f other issues /  constraints such as air quality and other 
pollution considerations. The problem o f congestion itse lf has its roots in accessibility and 
m obility. In this era expansion o f highway capacity has become all the more difficult. The 
choice o f where to build given the budgetary and land use problems has therefore to be 
addressed in a very sensitive maimer.
1.1 Motivation
Transportation planning researchers have historically tried to exploit the inherent 
interdependence o f transportation and land use in order that a fe lly integrated systems 
approach predicting user behavior and transport facility is developed. A  k ^  issue faced by 
planners and public administrators is optimal allocation o f resources in such a manner that 
travel deniand is addressed both effectively and efficiently. Broadly, this issue has been 
addressed by two means: Building new fecilhies ,use o f Travel Demand Management (TDM) 
strategies and traffic management strategies.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Building new facilities approach focuses on building strategic enhancements to the 
transportation system. The TDM strat^es focus on reducing the demand fo r in a spatial and 
temporal manner so that fewer vehicles are on the system during peak periods while traffic 
management stratgies aim at reducing trip  times. In this thesis, the effort is focussed on the 
approaches to identify areas where system enhancement is needed. The primary idea o f the 
research is to develop a decision support tool for comparing alternatives given a set o f 
constraints.
The basic function o f any transportation facility is to provide accessibility and 
m obility to the end user. Accessibility in general terms refers to the capability o f being 
reached and mobility refers to the ease w ith which a movement can take place. Both these 
terms are fundamental to any systems approach and in order to describe the state o f a 
transportation system, it is necessary to quantify them.
One o f the most important considerations in instituting changes to a transportation 
tystem is the enhancement o f accessibility. Transportation investments have therefore to be 
made keeping in mind that people and places have to be made more accessible. 
Transportation plannir% researchers have generally addressed the problem o f estimating 
accessibility either in terms o f people o r places. Thus accessibility has been traditionally 
tackled in terms o f identifying the proxim ity o f a location to other locations, people and 
services. The proximity itself is measured in terms o f travel time, travel distance or a 
generalized travel cost function. Transportation demand models have also used some 
measure o f accessibility in order to estimate the trips that can theoretically be made between 
two locations based on some relative attractiveness measures. Thus, it can be seen that
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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accessibility measures are required to describe both the present state o f a network and for the 
institution o f changes.
1.2 Objective and Scope of Work
"Accessibility'' is a common term used frequently in explaining spatial variations o f 
various phenomena. The d%ree o f accessibility is generally talked about in terms o f location 
o f facilities. It is quite difficult, on the contrary, to define the term fo r operational purposes. 
Gould states:
"Accessibility... is a slippery notiorL.. one o f those common terms that everyone uses until 
faced w ith the problem o f defining and measuring it"  (Gould, 1969).
Ingram defines accessibility as:
"... the inherent characteristic (or advantage) o f a place w ith respect to overcoming 
some sort o f spatially operating source o f fiic tio n  (fo r example time and/or distance)" 
(Ingram, 1971).
This thesis aims to develop some measures o f accessibility in the context o f a 
metropolitan area. A  methodology is developed to identify accessibility fi'om the perspective 
o f the transportation network itself. An automated tool is also developed in order to apply 
the methodology across various networks withm a metropolitan area or to compare networks 
in different metropolitan areas. Methodologies have also been incorporated in order to use 
the measures developed as means to support policy formulation, design and planning o f 
enhancements to the transportation network. The trip  generation stage in the sequential urban 
travel demand forecasting model has been used along w ith a Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) based approach in order to develop a program that evaluates accessibility 
measures and presents them in a graphical manner. An illustrative case study has also been 
performed for the Las Vegas Metropolitan Valley area.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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This region has experienced tremendous growth in the last few years. The 
metropolitan area is billed as the entertainment capital o f the world and receives an estimated 
29 m illion visitors annually. There has also been a rapid growth in the resident population 
which was 1.075 million in 1996. This is expected to grow further to about 2 million by 2020 
(CCDCP, 1997). Employment levels are projected to grow by 100 percent in the next 20 
years. There is, therefore, considerable strain on the existir% transportation facilities. In 1995, 
the total person trips in the valley exceeded four million. The total vehicle miles o f travel was 
at 18 m illion vehicle miles which resulted in the use o f 58% o f the total roadway daily 
capacity (RTC, 1995). In this research, freeway accessibility to all the areas in the valley has 
been quantified and analyzed.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
A review o f literature is presented in Chapter 2. The focus o f the review is the 
traditional measures o f accessibility. Chapter 3 describes the methodological considerations 
o f the study. Implementation o f the methodology is considered in a generic manner in 
Chapter 4. Illustrations o f the method are also presented therein. Chapter 5 presems a case 
study where in the methodology developed is applied to  the Las Vegas Valley area fi-eeway 
system. A  summary o f the research conclusions and recommendations are presented in 
Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE SURVEY
Accessibility measures have been sought to be developed by transportation 
professionals from time to time in order to address specific questions such as land use 
planning, urban infrastructure planning etc,. The objective o f this research is to identify the 
various ways in which accessibility measures have been formulated and the methods by which 
these measures have been used in urban transportation planning. Some o f the pertinent 
research methodologies are cited in this chapter in a chronological manner starting with the 
early methods such as the Hansen index to some o f the more recently used procedures A 
summary o f the review is also presemed at the end o f the chapter.
2.1 Discussion
Hansen (1959) gives the fundamental formulation o f accessibility. Defining 
accessibility as the intensity o f possibility o f interaction, the author proceeds to give an 
operational definition that: "Accessibility at point 1 to a particular type o f activity at area 2 
(say employment) is directly proportional to the size o f the activity at area 2 (Number o f 
jobs) and inversdy proportional to some function o f the distance separating point I and area
2." Data from Washington, D C , were collected for empirical examinations o f the 
relationships between residential development and accessibility. Accessibility was calculated
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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for employment, population and shopping opportunities fo r 70 areas in the Washington 
metropolitan area. The residential development ratio (i.e., the ratio o f the developed land to 
the total land in the build out scenario) was calculated and examined to reveal its variance 
with accessibility. This paper fiindamentalfy defined accessibility. The definition is s till widely 
in use today.
Garrison (I960) investigated the connectivity o f the interstate system in the 
fifties. He evaluated connectivity o f a point to various other points in the network and used 
this measure to develop another measure called dispersion which was defined according to 
a distance-based access measure. Using this procedure, he performed a comparative study 
for various cities. The whole network was described by a graphical presentation and concepts 
fi'om the theory o f graphs were employed extensivdy to develop a relative measure based on 
activity location. The author opines that this method is relatively simple, but it is not useful 
for decision making in terms o f whether a particular link should be added or not to a system 
as such empirical statements are outside the usual content o f graph theory.
Ingram (1971) has presented a conceptual and operational definition for accessibility 
in terms o f relative and integral accessibilities. These are further developed in terms o f 
distance measures such as straight line (or Euclidean) distance and rectangular (or 
Manhattan) distance. These definitions are applied to Hamilton, Ontario. It is recommended 
that a measure based on normal, or Gaussian curve is the most suitable form for determining 
integral accessibility. Relative accessibility measures the degree to which two places on the 
same surface are connected.
Baxter and Lenzi (1974) attempted a measurement o f relative accessibility in terms 
o f physical separation (based on the transportation network) between the zones o f a study
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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area. A network fo r the town o f Reading in Berkshire was loaded, divided into study areas 
and analyzed for shortest distance between the centroids. From a matrix containing the 
shortest distance, a measure o f relative accessibility was then derived.
Dalvi and Martin (1976) investigated the employment o f accessibility measure to 
London. It used a Hansen-type measure explained by the equation 2.1.
( 2.1 )Ac, = ^ ----------'  IT
where
Wj = Measure o f attractiveness o f zone j.
Aq = Accessibility o f zone I to opportunities in zones j=  l,....,n .
Cÿ = Cost o f travel from zone i to j.
The accessibility was defined fi>r choice attractiveness variables (such as population, 
employment etc,.). The sensitivity o f this measure was then analyzed. The database used for 
the study was the London Travel Survey o f 1962. The parameter was travel cost function 
and the banc spatial unit o f analysis was the 406 zones chosen fo r analysis. The accessibility 
pattern was found to be highly sensitive to the choice o f the attractor variable. The 
accessibility index point also proved quite sensitive to the efifect o f zonal configuration and 
disaggregation.
Black and Conroy (1977) have evaluated the accessibility o f the Sydney 
metropolitan area in terms o f employment opportunities w ithin a specific travel time. A  new 
accessibility index was defined as the area under the curve representing the cumulative
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number o f opportunities passed in a given travel time t. Accessibility is therefore measured 
as follows:
Accessibility = Pr^ ( t - t~ ) ( 2.2)
where
P r, = Proportion o f activities that have been passed up to time t
t = Specific time ordinate
t~  = Mean travel time to these activities
A measure o f residents’ accessibility to various modes o f travel was then computed. 
The relationship between residents’ accessibility and travel behavior to these opportunities 
was then investigated. Based on this formulation, a computer-based method to quantify the 
relationships were presented which were fixind to be consistent with graphical interpretations 
o f accessibility. The methodology is stated to have three broad areas o f application.
I . To monitor changes in accessibility as locations o f activities alter.
2. Identify suburbs in the city w ith low accessibility.
3. Evaluate social implications o f alternative plans fo r land use and transport.
Pirie (1978) reviewed all accessibility measures starting fi'om Ingram to cumulative 
opportunity measures developed in the 70s. The paper proposed a time-space measure 
modified to reflect that accessibility is always created and that accessibility can be measured 
in terms o f opportunity costs. Itis M t that the two basic assumptions involved in the measure 
o f accessibility i.e, that all origins are known and that all nodes are potential destinations 
severely restrict the inferences that can be made by use o f the measures. The author states:
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"Time-space measures o f accessibility would be a useful antidote to the more popular 
measures only i f  they did not define accessibility w ith such finality.”
Morris et a l (1978) reviewed accessibility measures in terms o f their applications. 
It is stated that the measures help in the following three applications.
1. System evaluation to monitor changes in the urban system irrespective o f whether such
changes are planned or unplanned.
2. Travel Demand Modeling as input variables in moddi%  travel choice situations.
3. Urban Development Models in order to model urban form.
It can be seen that the first two applications directly concern the tranqiortation 
planner/engineer, administrators or elected officials.
Domanski (1979) used spatial accessibility and costs as measures to represent spatial 
equity and economic efficiency. The author makes a hypothesis that higher spatial equity 
does not always mean lower economic efficiency. The application o f accessibility as a tool 
in analyzing socioeconomic inequalities is discussed in this paper.
Bach (1981) investigated the effect o f changing the level o f spatial disaggregation 
o f sets o f data on the accessibility measures. It was also intended to investigate whether the 
method o f measuring the distances affects the final results o f accessibility and access 
opportunities. A  related third question involved investigation o f a correlation between 
distances measured in different ways such as travel time by car and Euclidean distances. It 
was felt that if  such a correlation existed, then it would be possible to analyze the accessibility 
based on the most easily obtained measure.
Three experiments were conducted by Bach. The first "investigated the influence 
exerted by types o f distance measures on location patterns o f supply points.”  The second
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investigated the effect o f levels o f dist̂ gregation. The third concentrated on correlation 
between different types o f distance measures. Data were obtained for the cities o f Kleve and 
Dortmund in Germany. The area was divided in to "sub-areas o f statistical subareas", 
"statistical subareas", "statistical areas" and "administrative districts". For example, the 
Dortmund city comprising o f an area o f 108 sq. miles (62,000 inhabitants) was divided into 
286 sub areas representing the lowest level o f agrégation. At the second level o f 
aggregation, the 286 sub areas were reduced to 171 statistical subareas. In the third and 
fourth aggregation, these were reduced to 62 and 12 zones/areas, respectively. Four different 
distance measures were used: (1) Euclidean distance, (2) Street network distances, (3) Pubhc 
transit distances obtained by applying the shortest-path problem and (4) Public transit 
network distances.
The results indicated that:
1. Distance measures other than travel times by car result in different optimal locations o f
infrastructure facilities.
2. Different distance measures w ill result in different optimal locations for a system o f
infrastructure facilities.
3. Level o f aggr%ation exerts a strong influence on the optimal location patterns as well as
on the values o f the location criteria.
4. There exists a high condation between Euclidean distances and network distances except
public transit distances.
Current et a l (1987) presented the median shortest path problem (MSPP). This 
would help to generate "non-inferior solutions which explicitly demonstrate the tradeoff
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between network cost and network accessibility.” The MSPP could help in assessing the 
location o f new highways etc., in a network.
Hanson and Schwab (1987) studied accessibility from the perspective o f whether an 
individual’s accessibility to activity sites had any discernable impact on the person’s travel 
pattern. It questioned the strength o f the fundamental accessibility-travel link. A household 
travel survey was conducted in a town in Sweden (Uppsala). The adult members o f the 
household were asked to keep a diary on all the out-of-home movements fo r th irty five 
consecutive days. The survey also had information pertaining to individual and household 
characteristics and location and type o f all local service establishments. The measure o f 
accessibility used was based on Pirie (1978). This cumulative accessibility index is quite 
sensitive to small-scale changes in the individual’s travel activity pattern. The travel- 
accessibilhy relationship was then examined after controlling for a number o f other variables 
known to affect travel. Five aspects o f travel were examined: mode use, discretionary travel, 
trip  complexity, travel fo r work and size o f activity space. The result showed that the 
strongest relationship was encountered between accessibility and mode choice. It was found 
that people with many opportunities close to home make a higher proportion o f their stops 
w ith non-motorized modes. Accessibility was found to have a relatively little  impact on 
overall discretionary trip  frequency. Insignificant associations were revealed fo r trip 
complexity while some evidence was found that accessibility around home and work affects 
the timing and location o f trip making. The average distance from points to the centroid (size 
o f activity space) was found to be significantly related to work-based accessibility measure. 
The paper concludes that the travel-accessibility measure is not as strong as conventionally 
portrayed. Where the relationship was found to be statistically significant, it was weak.
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Linneker and Spence (1991) «camined the changes in accessibility due to the 
construction o f M-25, an orbital expressway around London. This facility was constructed 
over a period o f 11 years at a cost o f around £1 billion. The objective o f the research was 
to examine the effect o f construction o f this facility on general accessibility. It should be 
noted that the whole o f Britain was chosen as the geographical entity affected by the road, 
more emphasis being placed on South east part o f Britain. The South East was divided into 
129 areas and the rest o f Britain into 50. The study then employed a Hansen type o f 
accessibility index in order to measure the accessibility o f each o f these geographic entities 
in terms o f their market potential. The Hansen concept is that smaller and more distant 
markets offer lower potential. The index is therefore “a measure o f the relative impedance 
o f a given area from the markets and input sources which the areas could actually or 
potentially supply or be supplied from.”  This is similar to the concept employed in the 
gravity model trip  distribution step o f the traditional four step urban travel demand 
forecasting process.
;
(2.3)
where
MP; = Market potential o f zone i 
POj = A measure o f mass or market potential in a zone] 
Cg = A  measure o f impedance or transport costs from i to j  
a = An exponent, often assumed equal to 1
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Time and distance data with and without the M-2S were obtained for cars and heavy 
commercial vehicles. A  generalized transport cost estimated on the basis o f suggestions from 
the Department o f Environment’s Mathematical Advisory unit was used. Accessibility 
changes due to the orbital motor way were then presented in a tabular form.
Coopers &  Lybrand (1991) in their objective to develop development location 
equations fo r the Las Vegas Metropolitan area valley defined four indices based on 
population, employment, non-hotel employment and income. They based it on the average 
density o f population, employment or income within a specific distance o f a given point.
Arentze et a l (1992) assert that accessibility to shopping facilities, traditionally 
defined as the ease with which these fiicilities can be reached, should be modified to reflect 
the distances between each o f the individual facilities. It is stated that the method fits well 
with the Geographic Information System (GIS) environment. It asserts that the shortcoming 
o f the traditional measures is that the users tend to combine different purposes in a single 
trip and this combination o f trip  purposes has to be accounted for. The accessibility is 
therefore defined as the lowest possible travel costs that have to  be made to purchase a 
complete set o f consumer goods. The number o f trips is a function of;
(1) Frequency with which the purchases o f different goods need to be made; and
(2) Degree o f combining purchases o f different goods.
The paper developed an optimization nxxlel for the problem. An associated computer 
model was then developed and linked to TRANSCAD (Caliper Corporation, 1996), a GIS 
software. The measure was then applied to Maastricht in Netherlands. The result showed a 
difference in access measures fo r single purpose and multi purpose trips. It is concluded that
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the multi purpose accessibility measure is more sensitive to the actual location o f shops vis-a- 
vis each other as compared to the single purpose accessibility measure.
Gould et a l (1993) discuss the implementation o f a national motor way accessibility 
model using two accessibility indicators called the absolute accessibility indicator (AA I) and 
relative accessibility indicator (RAI). The measures involved the determination o f impedances 
in terms o f route (arc) and node impedances. These impedances were determined in terms 
o f travel time, infrastructure, traffic and origm nation o f the arcs (due to the Act that crossing 
national boundaries involve time overlays). These were then implemented using the arc- 
macro language (AM L) in ARC/INFO a Geographic Information System (GIS) program 
(ESRl 1993a). The following implementation stages were outlined (figure 2.1).
A  Data entry phase; This involved digitizing 8 layers o f spatial data. The motor way 
consisted o f450 nodes and 650 arcs.
Each o f the arcs were represented in terms of;
1. Origin and destination node.
2. O fficial name o f the motor way.
3. M otor way type in 1992/2007.
4. Length o f the arc.
5. Maximum speed in 1992/2007.
6. Driving time.
7. Median daily volume.
8. Percentage o f heavy vehicles.
9. Traffic coefficient based on driver fam iliarity o f the routes.
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10. Infrastructure coefficient based on motor way type such as to ll roads, country
roads etc,.
11. Impedance in 1992/2007 which was based on the traffic coefficient, infrastructure
coefficient and a nationality coefficient (a penalty fo r arcs emanating from 
neighboring Portugal).
B. Accessibility Didicator Calculation.
For the calculation o f accessibility, the network module o f ARC/INFO was run to 
calculate optimal routes. Given this, the distance between each origin and destination node 
was stored as an ASCU file. Euclidean (fistance between each origin and destination was then 
used to calculate the real impedances. The above two were merged using the JOIN 
command.
ria d  optim al 
Raacas
Calculât#
Are tme#daac#a
NetocMY oatuack
pop.nod# actmck
Calculât# 
luclldaaa d
iwcq# RAX attribut# 
«fita  pop_mcu# 21Z 
( 11#
jo n
f s a r i l t# c # U  l a t e  r# lat#rpeiat#uZsoaecaaaiblllty
Figure 2.1: Scheme of RAI model implementation within ARC/INFO
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C. Map Generation:
The iso-accessibility regions were calculated in the form o f a contour map. The 
process is described in figure 2.1.
Bruce et a l (1993) described a procedure to develop an indicator o f the overall 
accessibility level o f an area consolidating the individual accessibility measures suggested by 
Ingram (1971). Travel time was chosen as an accessibility indicator. This measure was then 
tested for its sensitivity and applied to the eight counties o f the Philadelphia metropolitan 
area fo r comparison purposes. These were consolidated to  obtain an overall index for the 
region as a whole and compared with those developed fo r sixty other metropolitan areas. 
Impact o f the overall index on the employment opportunities in an area was observed to be 
significant. It was also observed that this relatively simple overall index measure captures the 
access level o f local areas well too.
Macldewicz and Ratajczak (1994) defined a new index for topological accessibility 
Index for transportation network vertices (such as towns and cities on a fi*eeway network) 
based on a time-space convergence presented by Janelle, 1969 (figure 2.2). The concept is 
that demand for accessibility is a time-space convergence problem as travel itse lf is based on 
temporal and spatial constraints in the system. W ith increased time-space interaction, a need 
for technological innovation arises to balance the system to equilibrium. This in turn foels a 
new demand fo r resources. The process is illustrated in figure 2.2.
The definition o f accessibility mathematically speaking was based on the Principal 
Eigenvector Method (PEM). A portion o f an interstate highway system was analyzed using 
this definition as well as other definitions based on mathematical procedures such as sum o f 
power series method (SPSM) and Linear equation system. It was found that the PEM
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"allowed formulation o f the comprehensive classification o f vertices in the network in aspect 
increasing or decreasing their accessibility."
- a -Demandfor 
Accessibility
Increased
Interactions
Search
Technological
Development
Spatial adaptations 
to changes in Time- 
Spaee Organization 
(Centralization and 
Specialization)
Transport
Innovation
Time -Space 
Convergence
Figure 2.2: A process o f reorganization in response 
to transportation improvements (Adapted from 
Janelle, 1969)
Davidson (1994) examined the relationship between accessibility and urban 
density both conceptually and experimentally. The basic concept o f the Hansen index was 
used. A  relationship o f the following type was investigated;
Accessibility = f(land-use intensity)
The accessibility measure itself was based on the following:
1. Available modes o f travel.
2. Intra zonal accessibility: A  function o f generalized cost.
3. Total accessibility: Sum o f inter and Intra zonal accessibilities by mode.
4. Impedance function which accounts fo r inter zonal accessibility: A function o f the
generalized cost.
5. Activity measure: Size o f the activity.
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Then using a gravity model type formulation, the accessibility measure was derived
The density measure was developed to reflect the intensity o f land-use. The centrality 
o f an activity was defined in terms o f a power impedance fimction. Detailed analysis o f 
London and Brisbane were then conducted in order to calibrate an accessibility-density 
relationship. It was hypothesized that fo r each value o f accessibility measure there is an 
equilibrium denâty and areas in cities tend to move toward that equilibrium. It was felt that 
this notion would lead to improved plans fo r assessing transportation projects.
Johnston (1996) presented the findings o f a study o f bus services and their 
relationship to the settlement pattern w ith regard to the spheres o f urban influence and 
accessibility o f one place to another. The index was based on a point system which is 
enumerated as follows.
Table 2.1: Point system to calculate accessibilities (Adapted from Johnston, 1996)
Characteristic Definition Points
Travel Time to Work 1 .A service arriving in town before 8 am daily 2
2. A service arriving in town befi)re 9 am daily 1
Travel to Entertainment 1A  daily bus leaving town after 9.30 pm 2
2. A bus leaving town after 9.30 pm on less than 6 
daysAveek
I
Travel to shopping For any joum ^  to town and back with a stay o f one hour 1
A Sunday Service 1
Length of the Journey
Less than 30 minutes 3
30-60 minutes 2
More than an hour 1
Using this accessibility index it was shown that the correlation between accessibility 
and average village size was weak. It was concluded that distribution o f accessibility over the
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study area being irregular, where the village indices o f accessibility are highest, the influence 
o f non-urban settlement pattern on their size is minimum.
The urban settlement area and distribution o f the inter-urban bus routes were found 
to have an exerting influence on the index o f accessibiliQr. W ith this index o f accessibility, the 
villages were ranked according to weekly bus service availability and analyzed for urban 
influence.
2.2 Summary
It can be seen that through the years several attempts have been made to define, 
quantify and measure accessibility. A ll o f them have some common underlying criteria in that 
most o f them used size, location and type o f activity along with some travel impedance 
between activities as the basis o f the definition o f accessibility. The trip  distribution stage in 
the traditional urban transportation planning process was deemed to be the most defining 
entity. Access measures were developed to quantify the proportion o f travel between traffic 
analysis zones, given some demographic criteria and trip  productions and attractions. The 
models did not address the trip  generation stage itse lf in other words, the models which 
replicate travel demand itse lf have been largely ignored. Moreover, most o f the concepts 
developed were extremely conqrlicated to ̂ p ly  to large networks easily and efficiently. Very 
few o f the models had any associated graphical interface fo r easy visual interpretation o f the 
index.
It can therefore be seen that there is a need to redefine accessibility keeping in view 
the following criteria:
1. The measure should be easy to interpret, analyze and apply to large urban networks.
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2. It should be sufficiently broad-based so that it can be used as a tool to evaluate the
transportation needs within an urban area as well as serve as a tool fo r comparison 
between different urban areas.
3. It must be easy to automate the process o f generating the index and present the results
graphically.
It can also be seen from the discussion that except in very few cases, there has been 
little  effort spent in developing accessibility as one primary input in to a decision support 
system fo r the transportation plarmer. A  definition based on the criteria laid out would aid 
as a vital decision support tool fo r efficient, equitable and optimal allocation o f resources to 
change the capacity (supply characteristic) o f the transportation network.
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Methodology
The literature review revealed the various methods by which accessibility was 
conceptualized. This chapter concentrates on the development o f a methodology that 
addresses the concerns sited. A new approach to quantify accessibility is attempted. The 
concept has been fitted into the whole scheme o f urban transportation planning methods in 
order to depict its u tility. Applications o f the measure developed in performing alternatives 
analyses have also been presented.
3.1 Theoretical Considerations
Traditionally accessibility has been defined fo r a particular base unit, usually the 
traffic analysis zone, so as to reflect a measure o f the overall attractiveness o f the zone. The 
main components include travel time and cost incurred to achieve the objective o f 
overcoming the geographical fiiction o f distance in order to reach the zone firom various 
other zones. From the summary o f the literature surv^, it can be seen that trip generation 
is one important step in the Urban Transportation Planning (UTP) process that is directly 
affected by accessibility.
In this thesis, accessibility o f a transportation network is sought to be measured fi'om 
the point o f view o f the network. Thus the accessibility o f the network is approached fi'om
22
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the angle o f its utility i.e., the ability o f the network in terms o f its functional classes to cater 
to various factors influencing trip generation such as population, employment etc,. 
Approached in this manner, accessibility can be defined as spatial distribution o f some 
characteristic in a fixed area around a network.
3.2 Framework and network considerations
Accessibility should be a measure o f the ease w ith which the objective o f mobility 
can be met. This is achieved by measuring the proxim ity o f the trip  origms or ends to the 
road network itself. For example, the proxim ity o f a residential area to a road network 
would help indicate the utility o f the network and therefore yield the accessibility o f the area. 
A road network in a metropolitan area basically serves the demand for travel -both in terms 
o f passengers and cargo. Examples o f the needs o f travel demand for passenger travel 
include:
1. Connect a fixed area such as a residmniaLarea to places o f employment such as the CBD.
2. Connect work places to other important work places.
3. Connect a residential area to schools and colleges.
4.Connect residential areas to wholesale and retail establishments.
5.Connect residential areas to places o f tourism and recreation.
A definition o f accessibility should take the above factors into consideration in order 
to be an efficient and effective analytical tool. The network in an urban area would consist 
o f a large number o f links. It is essential to select k ^  links for which the accessibility is to 
be described. This subset should consist o f the links that are crucial for mobility. In any urban 
network, the links that serve to move people and resources can be classified a number o f
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ways. The categorization o f an urban network to functional classes is a mechanism that 
could be adopted for the development o f a methodology to evaluate accessibility. The 
functional classes o f urban road network adopted for this research are freeways/expressways, 
primary arterials, secondary arterials, collectors and distributors. From a mobility 
perspective, the key classes o f concern are the freeways/expressways, primary arterials and 
secondary arterials. Thus, the methodology developed in this research w ill focus on these 
classes. It may however be extended to include tlie  other classes as well. Once the sub­
network is delineated and coded in terms o f functional class and capacity, each link may be 
extracted and analyzed in order to obtain a measure o f its effectiveness. Alternately, all the 
links may be considered together in order to assess their collective accessibility.
3.2.1 Definition
The first fector considered in the definition is the functional classification o f the road 
network system. The accessibility o f a link in the network is then determined on the basis o f 
how long it would take a user to reach any node on that link. The next input is the travel 
demand characteristic. For the purposes o f a broad definition, consider a link (say) i in a 
study area which has (say) n travel demand foctors such as population, employment etc,.
Mathematically, the accessibility measure fo r this link can be stated as:
A ccessib ility  W kx=— 2  ( “—^̂ )  ( 3.1)
n y=i U{k)
where:
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u(l,k)=SpatiaI Distribution o f trip generator variable k  such as household size, income etc,, 
around a fixed distance fi'om link I.
U(k) = Study area total o f the variable k..
Thus, the number o f people living within, say, a three minute driving distance fi'om 
a given freeway ramp can be defined as the primary population service area fi)r the given 
ramp. This number along with the corresponding regional estimates such as the number o f 
people living in a development district can be used to define a ratio depicting the percentage 
o f people primarily benefitting fiom the existence o f the ramp. The concept can be extended 
to include sub-indices for various demographic characteristics o f a study area. A  mean o f all 
these characteristics would then yield a measure o f the overall accessibility o f the ramp as 
described by equation 3.1. Instead o f evaluating fo r a single link, it is more advantageous if  
a whole functional class o f links were assesed for their combined accessibility. Thus, equation
3.1 can be modified so that u(l,k) would now be a measure o f the spatial distribution o f trip 
generator variable ̂ around a fixed distance from all links/belonging to a common functional 
class such as freeways, primary arterials etc,. This definition is developed in a complete 
manner in section 3.6.
The choice o f the demographic characteristics itse lf can be based on the trip  
generation model as suggested in the literature survey. The indices could be expressed at the 
base level o f analysis using the Traffic Analysis Zones. The sub-indices could then be used 
to construct an overall index which at one stroke can capture the u tility  and efficacy o f the 
whole network.
It is expected that the definition would help in assessing the effectiveness o f the 
various functional classes in a given network. A  complete construction o f various indices
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would help in identifying areas that need special attention. The goal o f this thesis is to 
develop an index which w ill reveal the overall effectiveness o f changes to the transportation 
network for a system modification such as adding a link, enhancing the capacity o f a link etc,.
It can be seen that the definition also renders it possible fo r use across various 
networks. This would allow comparison across various metropolitan transportation systems. 
For example the overall accessibility index o f an urban area such as Las V%as can be 
compared with other urban areas.
The methodology developed herein is applicable not just to road networks, but can 
be extended to include transit, rail, waterways, pipelines, automated people movers and air 
transportation network accessibilities too.
3.3 Distance Measures
The ease with which a given network o f arterials and fi~eeways may be accessed 
depends largely on the spatial distribution o f the population and the way the network itself 
is structured. Thus, for a given arterial, the spatial distribution o f the effective service area 
is dictated by the extent o f secondary streets that feed into the arterial. In order to define the 
"outreach" o f a link, it becomes imperative to measure the distance (or sphere o f influence) 
on the network based on some criteria. These distance measures can be broadly classified 
into three categories (figure 3.1).
1. A  fixed "Euclidean distance”.
2. Manhattan distance.
3. Network Distance.
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1. Euclidean distance
The Euclidean distance is the shortest distance between two points in the network. 
The trajectory obtained as a crow flies between two points is called the Euclidean distance.
In order to obtain a sphere o f influence for any link in the network, this method 
would prescribe drawing a buffer around it at a fixed distance. This distance could be based 
on the maximum possible distance fi'om the link at which the service population finds it 
desirable for use. The primary advantage o f this method is that it is comparatively very simple 
and can be employed easily. However, this method is bound to present a crude approximation 
as the presence o f secondary streets and other arterials and around the link is not considered 
at all. Secondly, drawing a buffer at a fixed distance does not reflect the real travel times 
which are needed order to reach the link under consideration. This would imply the 
requirement o f actual speeds o f travel on the secondary streets. Thus, this measure is 
recommended only when there is lack o f data pertaining to the secondary streets.
E = Euclidean Distance 
N  »  Network Distance 
M  -  Manhattan Distance
Figure 3.1: Distance Measures
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2. Manhattan Distance
The Manhattan distance is defined as the sum o f the distances traversed on two 
mutually perpendicular lines passing through the given points. This distance generally 
represents the maximum possible distance that the two points can actually be separated in 
terms o f field conditions. This distance would be the same as the network distance in the case 
o f a rectangular grid network. In other cases, the distance computed by this process is 
generally an overestimation. Thus, a measure computed on the basis o f this distance would 
generally underestimate the accessibility.
3. Network distance
The Network distance method involves allocation o f distances based on the actual 
network. Here, the actual distance traversed by the user order to reach the link is employed. 
A maximum tolerance is then input order to define the service area.
The actual distance measure could itse lf be based on;
A. Travel distance measures.
B. Travel time measures.
A. Travel distance measures
In the travel distance measures method, a maximum tolerance distance is applied 
fi'om each node on the link under consideration and the outreach area is thus defined. The 
assumptions involved are:
i. The speed o f travel is constant along all secondary streets and connecting arterials.
ii. The actual volume o f traffic on the secondary connectors has no influence on the travel
time.
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These assumptions make the method approximate. However, this is a much better 
approximation when compared to just buffering based on a fixed distance as it at least takes 
the actual network to consideration. This method is recommended under the following data 
restrictions;
a. Lack o f data such as posted speeds o f travel along the secondary connectors and
b. Lack o f data such as number o f lanes and capacity o f the secondary connectors.
B. Travel time measures
The best measure in order to delineate service area is by demarcating the actual 
distance that a vehicle can travel a given "tolerance time" along the network order to reach 
the link under restrictions namely:
i. The actual speed o f travel along the secondary connectors.
ii. The waiting time at intersections etc,.
The waiting time at intersections itse lf is highly stochastic in nature and the 
measurement o f average wait times would involve lengthy calculations. Alternately, in order 
to determine the wait times, a relationship between the volume to capacity ratios and the 
average intersection delay may be used to determine the total travel time per link. The 
procedure suggested in the FBghway Capacity Manual (TRB, 1994) is widely used in order 
to develop an estimate o f the imersection delay. The approach used here combines a variety 
o f fectors such as intersection geometry, traflBc flows and signal design in order to estimate 
the average stopped delay. Several researchers have attempted to develop intersection 
functions based primarily on the volume to capacity flows (v/c ratios). One such approach 
developed by Akcelik (1988) is described in section 3.4. Thus the actual average travel
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speeds can be used in conjunction with travel time and delay in order to measure the service 
area. In general, the speed used could be based on:
a. Posted speed o f travel along the secondary streets. This would yield a ‘^optimistic
estimate" for the service area.
b. A percentage o f posted speed lim it (such as 80% o f the posted speed lim it). This would
yield a "pessimistic measure" o f the service area.
c. Actual speeds based on volume o f flow . This can be obtained through running the four
step Urban Transportation Planning Process and obtaining the volume o f flow  on the 
major streets. The Bureau o f Public Roads (BPR) equation for the travel speed can 
then be employed in order to determine the congested speed. Instead o f travel 
distances, the whole network can now be described terms o f travel time. Thus 
intersection delays w ill also be accounted based on the number o f intersections in the 
link and the type o f intersection control. Then, using a cutoff or “tolerance time" o f 
three minutes, the boundary o f the service area can be defined.
3.4 Urban Transportation Planning Process
The Urban Transportation Planning Process (UTPP) is a formalized planning 
methodology designed to provide guiddines and priorities. A  general homework representing 
the whole gamut o f the transportation planning process is described in the flowchart 
illustrated in Figure 3.2 (Meyer, 1984).
An int%ral part o f the urban transportation planning process is the four step travel 
demand forecasting process which together help to quantify travel demand fo r the network 
an urban area. These steps are briefly enumerated next.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the Crben Transportation Planning Process 
(Source: Mqrerand MiUer, 19S4, Chapter 1)
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In order that urban demand for travel be quantified in a compact and analytically 
feasible manner, it is imperative to work at an aggregate level o f trip making as opposed to 
modeling individual trips. This aggregation should reflect a common pattern o f trip  making. 
The urban area is divided into base units o f homogenous "transportation demand" 
characteristics called the traffic analysis zones (TAZs).
The common trip making characteristics that can be used to develop these TAZs 
include achieving homogeneous socio-economic characteristics for each zone’s population, 
minimizing intra-zonal trips, recognizing physical, social, political /  economic, historical and 
census boundaries, maintaining contiguous boundaries and avoiding zones within other zones 
(donuts).
The transportation network is o f primary consideration delineating the boundaries 
fo r the zones. Once the TAZs have been defined, a four step process consisting o f trip 
generation, trip distribution, mode split and tra ffic assignment is applied order to obtain the 
traffic flows on the links o f the network.
3.4.1 Trip generation
Trip generation is a process by which the number o f trips originating or ending at a 
particular zone is quantified on the basis o f socioeconomic characteristics o f the zone. Trips 
are classified as productions or attractions based on their origin and destination purpose. The 
trips are classified as Home-Based Work, Non-Home Based and Home-Based Other. The 
most common methods o f trip generation are cross-classification methods and multiple linear 
regression methods.
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The production and attraction models are developed separately based on trip 
classification. The variables used typically fo r modeling trip  production include household 
size, number o f households, auto ownership, number o f workers per household, household 
income, residential density and distance o f the zone fi’om the central business district (CBD). 
Trip attraction variables are typically selected fi’om zonal employment levels, zonal floor 
space, type and density o f land use and accessibility to work force.
The final output this process is a production and attraction table for the traffic 
analysis zones a network.
3.4.2 Trip Distribution
In this step, an estimate is made as to where the trips produced at each zone w ill go 
and how they w ill be divided terms o f all other zones the area. Thus the flow  o f trips T  ̂
from each production zone / to every attraction zone j  is estimated. The most widely used 
model used to accomplish trip distribution is the gravity model. The primary philosophy here 
is the Newton’s law o f gravitation. The trips made between two zones are assumed to be 
directly proportional to the trip production the origin zone and trip attraction o f the 
destination zone compared to all the other zones the area, and inversely proportional to the 
impedance or fiic tion  between the two zones. This impedance is usually defined terms o f 
travel time, cost o f travel or a combination o f the two labeled as the generalized cost 
function.
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Mathematically the model can be stated as shown the following equation:
T = P —
..( 3.2)
where
/ = Origin Zone 
j  = Destination Zone
T j = Number o f trips produced zone / and attracted to zone j  
P; = Total trips produced from zone /
Aj = Total trips attracted to zone j
Fjj = Friction factor for interchange i j
Kjj = Socio-economic adjustment factor fo r interchange i j
n = number o f zones the study area
The total number o f trips from an origin to each destination zone must be equal to 
the total trips P; produced by the zone i, ie..
S T ; = P ,   (3.3)
y=i
Similarly the sum o f trips attracted to a TAZ from all origins must equal the total 
trips Aj attracted to the TAZ j , ie..
S  r  = A   ( 3.4)
1=1
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The trip  interchange or Production-Attraction matrix obtained from this step is 
illustrated in table 3.1. The table would yield the distribution o f person trips the study area. 
But, the transportation demand needs to be quantified in terms o f the number o f vehicles that 
use the network. The modal split or mode choice models help in achieving this objective by 
using the alternatives available to the trip  maker.
Table 3.1: Trip Interchange Matrix
n
S A j — S P|
3.4.3 Modal Split
The mode split is an aspect o f demand analysis that determines the number o f trips 
between zones made by different modes o f transportation available. The important steps 
involved are development o f mode share percentages, application o f these percentages to 
derive person trips by various modes o f travel and use o f vehicle occupancy rates to 
determine the vehicle trip tables by each mode type.
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An important aspect o f these mode choice models is the assumption that the 
probability o f using various modes o f equal attractiveness is the same. It is assumed that 
modal choice is a&cted by factors such as travel time, cost, accessibility, comfort, 
convenience and safety o f the mode the scenario o f competing modes.
A number o f mode choice models have been researched recent times. Generally, 
these are divided to aggregate and dis-aggregate mode choice models. The aggregate 
models use trips ends and mode split matrices to develop a trip-interchange modal-split. The 
disaggregate models are probabilistic nature and are based on the theory o f u tili^  and 
disutility. Usually, mode split is performed after the trip distribution stage (e.g. the Las Vegas 
valley TRANPLAN model).
3.4.4 Traffic Assignment
The final step o f the UTPP is called the traffic assignment process. Traffic volumes 
on each o f the links the system is determined usir% an algorithmic approach which is based 
on the principle that as more and more vehicles use a particular link, it becomes more and 
more undesirable for further traffic. Some o f these approaches include the "all or nothing" 
assignment, incremental assignment and the equilibrium assignment techniques.
An iterative approach is used to identify the expected volumes on various links. This 
is based on the assumption that the actual expected speeds o f travel can be determined by the 
equation 3.5 called the Bureau o f Public Roads equation (Papacostas, 1987).
1.0.15 (v /c / <’ ■*>
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where
Sv = Travel speed corresponding to a volume o f tra ffic o f v 
Sf = Free flow  speed 
V = Volume o f traffic on the link 
c = Capacity o f the link
Using Sv as the "equilibrium speed", the impedances for various links can now be 
coded terms o f travel time rather than distance. Further, in order to make the travel times 
more realistic, intersection delays may be computed on the basis o f the v/c ratio at the 
intersection. The approach would involve calculation o f the average delay per intersection 
in each link as a first step. The approach described by Ackcelic (1993) is one o f the several 
research attempts that can be adopted. This approach is described next.
The delay per intersection consists o f two components as described by equation 3.6.
(3.6)
where
d = average vehicle delay
di = Non-random delay term (delay due to signal cycle effects calculated assuming non- 
random arrivals at the average flow rate)
d; = Overflow delay term which includes the effect o f non-random vehicles as well as the 
effect o f any oversaturation flows.
The non-random component is estimated according to arrival characteristics and 
signal characteristics. The delay is expressed mathematically by equation 3.7
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O S Ç O ^  / o r x . l . O  
‘ \-h x
= 0.5(C-g) fo r  X > l.O
(3.7)
where
h = green time /  cycle length ratio 
g = green time per cycle 
X = volume to capacity ratio
The overflow delay component can be estimated by equation 3.8 (Ackcelic, 1993).
=90077 [ (x-1 ) +
. 8il: (x-x_)
(x-1)^ + -------------  ] fo r  j£>x  ̂ {zero otherwise) . {3.S)
cTi
where
77 = Duration o f flow  period in hours
Xo = Degree o f saturation below which the overflow term is zero
kg = A variable parameter derived by calibrating the steady-state expression
c = capacity in vehicles per hour
Once the individual delay fo r the average intersection is computed the total 
intersection delay per link can then be calculated by summing up across the intersections in 
the link.
The above technique for estimation o f the service area is logically speaking the best 
possible procedure, but it can be applied only i f  the whole o f the network is modeled the in 
computer model adopted. For example, the TRANPLAN (The travel demand forecasting
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model) in the Las Vegas vallqr models using only 10,000 links and 2,500 nodes whereas the 
actual number o f links is much more at 45,000 links and 20,000 nodes (BRW Inc, 1991). 
Secondly, the procedure is time consuming and d ifficu lt to automate. In order that there is 
a consistency the whole procedure, it is suggested that a percentage o f the posted speed 
limits (based on the average v/c ratios) be taken order to construct the travel impedance in 
the network. This would help in simplifying the procedure enormously while not 
compromising the nature o f index construction.
3.5 Methods for defining the service area boundary
Once an impedance measure is adopted, a fixed parameter is first needed to buffer the 
link under consideration in order to assess its accessibility. The buffer represents the lim it o f 
the “accessible”  portion for a given threshold (upper lim it) o f travel time or travel distance 
or travel cost. The question that needs to be addressed in this stage is fi'om which point on 
the link can one start to measure the impedances. In the case o f major and minor arterials, 
the access could be at any node (intersection o f secondary link w ith the arterial) on the link. 
In the case o f fi-eeways and other access controlled roads, the access ramps are indicators o f 
fi-eeway access/egress. These points themselves need to be buffered as opposed to buffering 
the whole o f the link. This is because o f the fact that access to  the freeway is not dependent 
on the Euclidean distance fiom  it, but the network distance at which the nearest on-ramp or 
off-ramp is available.
Lim iting the distance measure (in this case travel time) to a fixed number (say 3 
minutes), a buffer zone can be created for each link. This selection o f time should be based 
on the tolerance o f the motorist or alternat^ on the basis o f policy formulation. This would
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yield end points on the secondaiy street network until which the arterial is accessible within 
the set lim it o f travel time.
The next step is to extract the trip  generation characteristics such as the number o f 
people, employment characteristicts etc,, in the accessible area. This would necessitate 
development o f a relationship between the accessible sub-network created above with the 
demographic characteristics o f that area. Amongst the databases which quantify the spatial 
distribution o f demographic and socio-economic data is the planning variables database for 
the purposes o f transportation planning maintained by the metropolitan planning 
organizations (MPOs) or transportation planning agencies (RTC, 1996). This database 
spatially references the TAZs to the land use in each o f the TAZs. Since the development o f 
the TAZs itself is based on transportation planning considerations, it  is proposed that the 
TAZ coverage be spatially referenced w ith the street centerline map for the study area. This 
is referred to in spatial reference systems as an overlay o f coverages. The extraction o f the 
concerned demographic variables can now be achieved in three methods as described below;
3.5.1 The Arc Length Method
In the arc length method, the accessible arcs are determined based on their proximity 
(in terms o f travel time) to the ingress/egress points o f the sub-network (by functional class) 
under consideration. The network o f these arcs are assumed to represent the accessible 
region and are together termed as the accessible sub-network.
The length o f arcs lying in each TAZ for the whole o f the accessible sub-network is 
estimated. The ratio o f the sum o f the lengths o f these arcs to the sum total o f all the arcs
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the whole network lying in that TAZ is then calculated as shown in equation 3.9. This is 
termed as the fundamental ratio.This method is therefore termed as the Arc Length Method.
[  e -  ]
}!-■
( 3.»)
where
T; = Fundamental ratio for TAZ i.
Ij = Length o f the accessible portion o f arc j.
Lj = Total Length o f arc j. 
n = Total number o f arcs the TAZ.
This ratio is then used to extract other demographic variables and assess them for 
their accessibility. An assumption is made that the demographic variables are distributed in 
a TAZ in proportion to the length o f the road network the TAZ.
Figure 3 J: The Arc Length Method
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This method is rdativefy easy and is eminently suited fo r application and automation 
through computer programs and commercial software available. The disadvantage is that an 
arc lying on the TAZ boudaiy may be incorrectly allocated to only one o f the TAZs. This 
problem can how-ever be worked around by tagging a label to all the accessible streets and 
by using this label to correctly allocate the arcs to the TAZs.
3.5.2 The Buffer method
hi the buffer method, a buffer zone is drawn around the accessible sub-network to 
obtain a zone o f accessibility at a fixed distance (say 200 ft) as shown figure 3.4. This zone 
is now spatially referenced with the TAZ in order to obtain a ratio o f areas. These ratios are 
termed as the fundamental ratios.
Figure 3.4: The Buffer Method
■  I TAZ Bounduy 
I AcceaHe Region 
I —  AocessiMeArcs
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Mathematically these can be calculated as follows;
(3.10)
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where:
f; = Fundamental ratio fo r TAZ i
aj = Buffered area o f the accessible portion o f arc j
Aj = Total Area o f TAZ j
m = Total number o f arcs the TAZ
The fundamental ratios can be used to extract accessible demographic characteristics
based on the assumption that they are uniformly distributed within each TAZ.
The buffer method can help solve some o f the problems associated w ith the Arc
length method. But, even this case problems arise such as what i f  there is a big gated
community adjacent to the arc boundary with the ingress and egress points not present along
the arc boundary. It may not be accessible to the arterial and therefore cannot be considered
in the computation. This method requires very detailed information and is therefore not
suited fo r a macroscopic planning measure. It is also a computationally inefficient and time
consuming method.
3.5.3 Hull Polygon Method
In the Hull Polygon method ^g u re  3.5), a smooth polygon is drawn enveloping the
end points o f the accessible sub-network. This method is termed as the Hull Polygon
figure S.S: The HtiU Pofygan Method
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Method. The ratio o f the area o f this polygon lying a TAZ to the total area o f the TAZ is 
then calculated for ail the TAZs involved. This ratio is then used to isolate demographic 
characteristics. This method is illustrated figure 3.5. This process yields the most optimistic 
measure o f the service area. It is computational̂  easier method when compared to the buffer 
method, but it does not have any major advantages over the second method. The method 
is also highly approximate and should be used w ith care as it tends to grossly overestimate 
the accessible area.
The Arc length method involving the use o f arc lengths is the recommended method 
in view o f its simplicity, ease o f interpretation and u tility to the transportation planner.
The allocation and buffering process can be done for a single link or a combination 
o f them. In each case, the measure would yield a measure o f relative accessibility. The whole 
network can also be buffered order to obtain a composite index. In the case o f one link it 
could yield a comparison o f the u tility  o f that link vis-a-vis all other links the network. In 
case the whole network were buffered, the measure could help in evaluating alternatives 
within a region or for comparisons across other regions.
3.6 Index Construction
The first step index construction is to identify the variables that correctly estimate 
accessibility. The most common ways to classify accessibility include population, auto­
ownership, household size and income characteristics in the classification o f residential 
accessibility and type o f employment and location o f jobs in assessing employment 
accessibility. Another way o f looking at accessibility is in terms o f trip  origins and 
destinations. It can be seen that the trip  generation characteristics across the study area are
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usually studied terms o f multiple regression analysis or cross classification studies. These 
inputs are directly input into the trip  generation module o f the 4 step UTP process.
Based on the evaluation fi’om the literature surv^ it was determined that the trip 
generation measures could be used advantageously to define accessibility o f various traffic 
analysis zones. It is proposed that the same characteristics that are applied across the TAZs 
be applied to the service areas created fo r each link in the network. The assumptions herein 
are:
1. The trip  generation characteristics are uniform for each demographic characteristic
within the TAZ.
2. The trips accessible to the network in a TAZ is directly proportional to the ratio o f sums
o f the lengths o f accessible network arcs and the total length o f all arcs in the TAZ. 
The structure o f the accessibility index is therefore subdivided terms o f residential 
accessibility index and employment accessibility index. Each o f these main categories can be 
sub-divided in terms o f the variables that describe trip productions and trip  attractions 
(Destinations) respectively. For illustration purposes, a six component accessibility index can 
be considered as shown Figures .6.
The accessibility index is structured in terms o f three residential and three 
employment sub-indices. The choice o f the variables here is chosen keeping in view the Las 
Vegas Metropolitan area. Trip productions are basically dependent on household income, 
household size and auto ownership. These have therefore been chosen as the variables for 
the production sub-model. Work trip  attractions are basically a function o f the employment 
types in the area. Key imployment classifications used fo r the purpose o f predicting trip 
attractions include hotel, retail and office employment.
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These variables have therefore been considered in this illustration. The combined accessibility 
index can be described as some combination o f the residential and employment indices. 
Mathematically, the procedure can be stated as:
Residential accessibility (R) = f  (Household size. Income, Auto-ownership)
Employment Accessibility (E ) = f  (Hotel, Retail, Office employment ) (3.12)
Accessibility Index (A) = aR + bE
where
a,b are coefficients based on the relative weights to be given to the individual indices.
Since trip productions and attractions balance each other, the coefficents a and b can 
be made equal. Consequently, the overall index can be described as a mean o f the component 
indices.
3.6.1 Residential Accessibility
For trip  productions, one can construct an index based on the categories listed for 
production. For the purposes o f illustration, let the following equation represent the trip 
productions fo r a particular TAZ.
Trip Productions = k + a *HHS + b * HHI + c * AUTO ...( 3.13)
where
k = Constant
HHS = Average Household Size
HHI = Average Household Income
AUTO = Average Auto-ownership per household.
a,b,c = Regression Coefficients.
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The index for residential accessibility can then be defined in terms o f three descriptor 
variables namely household size, household income and auto-ownership. Each o f these 
indices can be defined as follows:
1. Household sue index
The number o f households with household size belonging to various categories such 
as one person households, two person households etc,, tying within each accesrible region 
is estimated by TAZ by the use o f the ratios developed. Thus, the fimdamental ratio q 
developed after the definition o f the accessible region can now be used to extract the 
accessible persons by cat^oiy. The trip generation model is then used to generate accessible 
trips by TAZ. The accessible trips per TAZ is then divided by the sum o f all accessible trips 
in the whole valley to obtain individual access index for each TAZ. Mathematically, the index 
for a TAZ can be stated as follows:
^  HHS _   *  ^H H S  *  ____________________
' "  ( 3 141
I t  OflBs •  ««B, • •  '4W O J» = 1
where
A. HHS _ Household Size Accessibility index fo r TAZ I 
Shhs = Regression Coefficient (trip  rate fo r HHS) 
â ag = Regression Coefficient (trip  rate fo r HHI) 
a^uro = Regression Coefficient (trip  rate fo r AUTO)
HHSj = Average Household size fo r TAZ i 
HHIj = Average Household Income for TAZ i 
AUTO;= A vertie  Automobile ownership for TAZ i
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n = Total number o f TAZs the study area 
q= Fundamental ratio
The sum o f all the individual access indices for all the TAZs would yield the region 
wide access index fo r the variable. Mathematically, this can be stated as;
i  ['■. * ^HHS *  ^  ]
I HHS _  __________________ 1=1___________
^HHS * ^HHf * ÂUTO *  AUTO,]i- l
...(3.15)
where
A™® = Household Size Accessibility index for the study area.
2. Household Income Index
The number o f households w ith incomes various categories (such as 515,000 per 
annum, $15,000-20,000 per annum etc.,) lying in each accessible region is calculated by
TAZ.
A scheme similar to the one used for quantifying the Household Size Index can then 
be used to quantify the region wide index. Equation 3.16 gives the mathematical definition.
i  iTi * ^HHI *  ]
=  ----------------    ....(3.16)
Ë [ ^HHS *  ^HHI * ÂUTO *  AUTO^1=1
where
A™  = Household Income Accessibility index for the study area.
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3. Auto-ownership Index
The number o f households w ith auto ownership belonging to categories (such as 
0,1,2, 3+) are determined.A scheme similar (equation 3.17) to the one used fo r quantifying 
the Household Size Index can then be used to quantify the region wide index.
ft
I  K  •  • -‘ W OJ
-4"™  =  --------------    . ...(J.17)
Z [  ^HHs *  * H H I,* *  AUTO,]
t=i
Where
^AUTo _ Auto-ownership index fo r the study area.
Residential Accessibility Index
The residential accessibility index can then be constructed as a mean o f the three 
indices. This would help in keeping the index in the same relative dimension as the sub­
indices thus helping in a comparative study among the indices.
Mathematically, the index can be stated as follows.
R A I=  1/3 (A“ ® +A®“  + A *^ ° ) (3.18)
where
RAI = Residential accessibility index for the study area 
ahhs = Household size accessibility index fo r the study area 
A™  = Household income accessibility index fo r the study area 
^ auto _ Auto-ownership accessibility index fo r the study area
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3.6.2 Employment Accessibility
These indices can be created using a procedure similar to the residential indices, but 
by considering trip attractions as the basis.Thus, the three employment based indices can be 
described as follows.
Hotel Employment Index
The number o f hotels lying within the accessible r%ion are extracted in terms o f their 
employment characteristic. This is input in the trip  generation trip attraction sub model to 
determine the number o f accessible hotel trips by TAZ. By using a similar procedure as 
described in the household size index, an index can now be constructed.
ft
I  [''f *
=  ----------------   ....(3.18)
U  ^ re ta il *  ^o jfic e  *1 = 1
where;
A*""** = Hotel employment accessibility index 
Retail Employment Index
The number o f retail shops within the accessible region are determined either in terms 
o f office space or employment characteristics depending up on the trip attraction model for 
the study area. These are then used to construct the retail employment index.
n
I  * fetOÎQ
I"'®' =  ---------------    ( 3.19)
EC ^reunl *1 = 1
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where
A"*^ = Retail employment accessibility index 
Office Employment Index
The number o f employees or office space can be used to determine the number o f 
office trips attracted by the accessible region. The data can be used to calculate the index.
ft
I  * ôffice *
^  office _  __________________ ________________________________
£ [ ^hotei * ^ re ta il*   ̂ t# c e j
(3.18)
where:
A°®“  = Office employment accessibility index 
Employment Accessibility Index
The mean o f the three indices defined is termed as the employment accessibility index.
EAI = 1/3 (A "^  + A "^  + A “®“ )  (3.21)
Network Utility Index
A third index which utilizes only the fundamental ratios (q ) is termed as the network 
index. It can be seen that this index is network dependent as it is defined considering the 
ratios o f the length o f arcs in the accessible region to the lengths o f arcs in the whole study 
area. This index would represent the state o f the urban network and its spatial distribution.
3.6.3 Construction of the combined index of accessibility
It can be seen that the residential access index depicts trip  productions and 
employment access index depicts trip  attractions. Considering that trip  productions and
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attractions through out the study area should be close to each other, a cumulative index can 
be constructed giving equal weighage to the two o f them. Thus a combined access index can 
now be constructed as follows:
C A I = '/2 { RAI + E A I} .... ( 3.22)
where
CAI = Combined Accessibility Index, RAI = Residential Accessibility Index and 
EAI = Employment Accessibility Index
The structure o f the definition renders it an easy tool to measure the access. The final 
index is a number ranging fi'om 0 to 1. A value o f 1 represents absolute accessibility fo r all 
the people in all zones. Instead o f 1, the index may be normalized to a base number such 
as 1000 to represent the absolute maximum o f accessibility. The closer the index for a 
particular link is to this number, the better is its accessibility. Thus equation 3.22 may be 
modified to be:
CAI = Vz (EAI + RAI) * 1000 ..... (3.23)
The index can be calculated for an isolated link, a group o f links or the whole 
network. It can be assembled across the various fimctional classes o f the roads and averaged 
to obtain a cumulative indec fo r the network. Figure 3.7 illustrates the whole procedure for 
index construction through a flowchart.
3.7 Employment of Accessibility indices in Alternatives Analysis
A primary field o f application o f accessibility indices is in the selection o f an 
alternative amongst a set o f technically feasible alternatives. Under the present guidelines o f 
the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) (TRB, 1992), any
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metropolitan planning organization has to undertake a four step approval process before 
implementing aity planned changes to the network namely: social acceptance, environmental 
clearance, economic and technical feasibility. The use o f accessibility indices can help in 
providing an additional support tool fo r the whole decision making process. One such 
process is depicted figure 3.8. The process starts w ith the computation o f the base network 
accessibility indices. Planned improvements are then input as alternatives vdiich imply 
network changes. These are now used to calculate the new accessibility indices for the 
changed scenario. The new indices can be compared with the old indices to assess the 
changes. The process can repeated fo r various alternatives in order to arrive at the best 
alternative.
It can be seen that this procedure calculates the index using the traditional UTP 
model and interfecing it with changes to the network. Thus in the first stage, the base center 
line is coded in terms o f impedances associated with the arcs o f the network. The impedances 
are calculated fi’om the tra ffic volumes in each arc. The traffic volumes per arc are outputs 
from the four step transportation planning process. The accessibility model is now run to 
determine the base accessibility index. Changes to the network result in changed traffic flows 
(demands) which are captured by the four step planning process and changed accessible 
ridership potential is captured by the increased accessible network (supply) resulting in new 
accessibility indices. A  summary o f the whole process describing each stage o f the 
methodology is illustrated in figure 3.9.
A second application o f the index is in the assessment o f future accessibility indices 
considering the changes demographic and socio-economic variables. Generally, the trip 
generation procedure remains the same for a base year and forecast year the UTP process.
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Therefore; some o f the index construction variables such as the regression coefficients 
do not change in the forecast year. I f  network changes are considered, these along w ith the 
projected demographic data are input the four step UTP process, b i a vibrant econongr, the 
volumes projected are generally bound to increase due projected change o f demographic 
variables. These might cause a change in the speed o f travel. But the changed speed due 
to this volume change could be offset by the change in impedance due to the additional o f 
new focilhies if  road cogestion were to be reduced in the target year. Thus the objective o f 
the planner is to balance the increased flow  w ith congestion in such a manner that some 
equilibrium is achieved between increased flow  (demand fo r facility) and the supply.
Accessibility index values would provide a key to understanding the state o f 
equilibrium as they have been constructed using both the supply and demand characteristics 
o f the network. Since the accessibiliQr index has been constructed taking into cognizance the 
trip productions and attractions, the forecast year index yields a measure o f the trip making 
capacities o f the service area. A t the same time, since arc impedances are used defining the 
accessibility region for the trip productions and attractions, the accessible trips are adversely 
impacted. Therefore the index is also a direct measure o f the state o f fonctionality o f the 
network.
A third application o f the indices is in finding the environmental impact o f planned 
changes. Since the accessibility values correlate w ith the trip  making behavior, the total 
number o f bip produced or attracted can be determined directly fi'om the accessibility model. 
Using the final link volumes obtained the four step UTPP process, the total and hence the 
avenge Vehicle Miles o f Travel (VM T) per trip  can be obtained. The averse speed o f travel 
and the total VMT per vehicle along w ith the change the number o f trips can be used to
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model additional burden or ease on the environment due to the planned changes. The 
procedure above is suggested fo r further study and development.
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CHAPTER4
IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter considers an implementation s tra t^y  for the procedure developed and 
presented in the methodology. The implementation scheme is meant to be applied to any 
metropolitan area provided the data specifications are available. Illustration o f the Las Vegas 
study area databases are provided in order to explain the process. The later part o f the 
chapter deals with the application o f the implementation scheme to the Las Vegas study area. 
An alternatives analysis for selection o f a fi'eeway ramp is performed at the end o f the 
chapter.
4.1 Data Requirements
The primary requirement is the availability o f the base year street network coverage. 
This database should reference the street network to a coordinate system with attributes. 
The coordinates themselves are used in order to describe the position o f the link on a 
coverage called the “arc”  coverage. The table is hence called the arc attribute table. This is 
illustrated in table 4.1 An example o f a network database is the street centerline coverage 
developed by the GIS Management Office (GISMO) o f Clark county. The coordinates are 
referenced to a cover called the street center line arc coverage. Figure 4.1 illustrates the 
coverage.
60
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Table 4.1; Street Center Line Arc Attribute Table
Street center 
line ID
Street Name Coordinate
Information
Posted
Speed
Length 
o f arc
Travel
Time
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) = (5 )/(4 )
Since the street center lines are defined in terms o f arcs and nodes and since each 
street has a number o f links, each street w ill be coded a number o f times- once fiar each link. 
Each link in turn has a “fi’om”  node and a “to”  node.The nodes w ill be coded separately in 
a file called the Node Attribute Table. The information contained there would be referenced 
terms o f nodes, node Ids and coordinates.
The second requirement would be a functional classification for the streets. This 
could exist either as an attribute in the street centerline database that references the street 
name by sections as a functional class or as a separate coven^e. Thus the “arc Ids”  can be 
used to reference the classification terms o f various categories such as fi*eeways, major and 
minor arterials and collectors. This attribute can be queried and only those arcs that belong 
to a functional class can be selected. As an example, the Las Vegas study area has been 
classified by the local metropolitan planning organization, the Regional Transportation 
Commission (RTC) in terms o f Freeways and expressways. Major and Nfinor arterials and 
Collectors. Figure 4.2 illustrates the top three functional classes fo r the study area ie., 
fireeways, primary and secondary arterials in 1995.
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4.2 Sources for demographic data
The essential pre-requisite fo r any successful planning tool is the availability o f 
accurate data. Data are required to analyze and demarcate traffic analysis zones, create trip 
generation models for the base units, develop mode choice models and project future demand 
for travel. Principal sources o f data include the U.S. Bureau o f the Census data called Census 
Transportation Planning Package Data (CTPP) (Rasas and Sathisan, 199S). Other important 
transportation databases include the databases developed from time to time by local 
metropolitan planning organizations, local planning agencies, local departments o f public 
works or roads and state Departments o f Transportation.
CTPP Data
The CTPP is a collection o f data available for all major urban centers o f the United 
States. The data provides aggr%ated information on many aspects o f transportation planning 
such as population, income, auto-ownership, household and worker characteristics, mobility 
constraints, jo u m ^ to work characteristics, employment characteristics etc., (Rasas and 
Sathisan, 1995). The CTPP data cannot be disaggregated, but can be combined to perform 
a variety o f analyses.This data set is available only fo r 1990.
Local Sources of data
The local metropolitan agencies prepare a database updating it from time to time 
specifically for the purposes o f transportation planning. These data are used to augment the 
decennial CTPP data so as make the data current and accurate. The local sources essentially 
contain more detailed data fo r the study area and are more useful for future projections as 
they are updated periodically as compared to the census data which are collected on a 
decennial basis. For a laige and fest growing metropolitan area, it is very important that data
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be as current as possible because the growth factor may cause incorrect projections. For 
example, the Las Vegas metropolitan area has grown tremendously terms o f demographic 
characteristics recent years. Thus, the CTPP data collected 1990 shows the population at 
only 650,000 whereas the current population 1996 is 1.075 m illion. This is the reason the 
local metropolitan planning organization called the Regional Transportation Commission o f 
Clark County, developed a database called Planning Variables database which contains 
estimates and projections developed from demographic, economic and land use information 
(Coopers and Lybrand, 1996). The database lists the TAZs fo r the valley along with 
estimates o f variables such as population, dwelling units (occupied and total), household size, 
income, employment data, average income etc,.
Once a data source is chosen, the next step is to analyze how the demographic 
variables are distributed spatially over the stutty area. Specifically, the problem would involve 
extraction o f the accessible population terms o f their trip  generation characteristics.
4.3 Network Selection
The first step would be to extract the sub-network fo r which accessibility is required 
to be measured. This sub-network should be extracted in terms o f access points to the roads. 
The roads themselves may be classified into:
1. Freeways and expressways.
2. Primary Arterials.
3. Secondary Arterials.
4. Collectors.
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In case o f links that have at grade intersections, the position o f intersections 
themselves could be used as access points. But in the case o f freeways and expressways with 
the access being controlled, it is necessary to extract ramp positions along the freeways and 
use these as access/egress points depending up on the direction o f the ramp. A  ramp that 
allows movement onto the freeway is therefore required to be coded as a "RAMP FROM 
TO" (i.e., a ramp that allows movement from a particular street to  a particular freeway or 
vice-versa) depending up on directionality. As an example, a ramp that allows movement 
from US 95 to a street such as Cheyeime would be coded as "Ramp US 95 Chienne" in the 
street centerline database. This delineation is important in order to distinguish accessibilities 
to and from an access-controlled link.
4.4 Creation of Impedance Network
Once the links for which accessibilities are desired are selected and coded into the 
street centerline in terms o f the access points, the street center line coverage is prepared in 
terms o f impedances. This requires travel time along all the links in the network, which in 
turn necessitates the estimated speed o f travel. The first step is to run the local regional travel 
demand model in order to arrive at the link flows. These can then be used along with the 
capacities the Bureau o f Public Roads (BPR) equation in order to  define speeds along the 
various arcs. It is not expected that a regional model would take all the links the street 
center line database fo r modeling purposes. For those streets which are not covered by the 
model, the average volume to capacity ratio can be selected and used along w ith the posted 
speed lim its the BPR equatioiL
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A "to-impedance” and a "from-impedance" attribute are added to the street centerline 
database and defined in terms o f travel time for the segment o f the arc depending up on the 
directionality o f travel the arc allows. In case o f one-way streets, the firom-impedance or to- 
impedance item can be coded as an arbitrarily high number so as to ensure no movement 
along the direction intended (i.e., opposite to the one-way travel direction). A t the end o f this 
step, the street centerline arc attribute table should look like table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Street Centerline Database after creating impedances
Street 
center 
line ID
Functional 
class &  name
Coordmate
InTonraiion
Posted
Speed
Length 
o f arc
Congestion 
(v/c ratio)
Estimated
speeds
From 
nnpedance 
item (time)
To
impedance 
item (tone)
( I ) (2) (3) (4) ( Î ) (6) (7) 
f t  ((6 ). (5))
(8)
(5y(7)
(9) 
(5 )/(7 )
4.5 Allocation and creation of accessible sub-network
The third step involves allocation o f arcs to the selected access points based on a 
maximum travel time desired to evaluate accessibility, say 3 minutes. This would result 
creation o f a "to-access sub-network" and a "fiom-access" sub-network o f arcs. The process 
involves identification o f those arcs that lie within the prescribed impedance value from the 
given access point. Each point is processed separately and added up in order to arrive at the 
combined access o f all the points. As an example the from-access cover fo r the Las Vegas 
study area for the fi’eeways in the vallQr were computed and developed as the coverage 
illustrated figure 4.3.
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The next step is to determine the accessible region for overlay on the TAZs. This can 
be achieved in any o f the three ways as mentioned in the methodology. The Arc length 
method is a good tool for the transportation planner as it  allows a comparison o f trips 
generated vis-a-vis the arcs that are accessible. Figures 4.4 through 4.6 illustrate the three 
methods fo r the freeway accessible corridors the Las Vegas Valley. The overlay is easily 
achieved in a GIS environment as an intersection o f the accessible cover and the TAZ cover. 
At the end o f this step, a table containing the fundamental ratios (r, ) fo r each TAZ i can be 
computed based on the length o f accessible arcs as shown equation 3.9.
4.6 Construction of accessibility indices
The final step is to arrive at accessibility indicators based on the distribution o f the 
trips by purpose for each zone in the study area. Based on the to  and from accessible regions, 
the number o f trip origins that are accessible to the network and the number o f trip 
destinations that are accessible to the network are computed fo r each zone by trip  purpose. 
The accessibility index has been defined as the ratio o f accessible values for a variable o f 
interest to the total value for the same variable in the whole study area. The variables 
themselves should be based on the trip  generation model fo r the study area as this would 
help indicate accessible trips and therefore help in the extraction o f only the relevant 
demogr^hic and socio-economic variables. The trip  generation model could be in terms o f 
a regression model, trip rate or a cross classification scheme.In any o f the cases, the same 
model can be used to express the number o f accessible trips in terms o f production and 
attraction models.
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Figure 4A : Las Vegas V allejr; Freeway AccessawBty By Arc Method
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For purposes o f illustration, assume that the following regression model were employed for 
trip generation:
Trip Productions Model:
 (4 .1 )
ifc=l
and
Trip Attractions Model:
s (4 j)
Where:
T(P)ij =Trip productions fo r TAZ j  by trip  purpose i = 1,2 .1.
T(A)ij =Trip attractions fo r TAZ j  by trip  purpose i.
i = Trip Purpose such as home based work, home based other and non-home based. 
j=TAZ number O' = l,2,3...n)
k = Subscript o f relevant demographic or socio-economic variables for TAZ j  (k = l,2...m ) 
X ĵ ̂ Measure o f Relevant demographic or socio-economic variable k fo r TAZ j 
au ,bu =Trip making characteristics associated with each demographic variable k for trip 
purpose i . .
The accessibility index fo r each TAZ should take in to account all the key variables 
used in the trip generation model. Thus, the contributions o f individual production and 
attraction models fo r each o f the demographic or socio-economic factor, k, need to be
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summed together to determine the index fo r the TAZ. These are normalized w ith respect to 
valley wide totals in order to obtain a valley wide indicator. Thus the accessibility indices for 
the various trip purposes for a TAZ can be defined on the basis o f equation 3.14 as follows;
Ê  Co
   < « )
E I  E [»„ jy
i = l  j = l  ifc=l
where:
A(P)jj = Production Accessibility index fo r TAZ j  for trip  purpose I. 
ij = Fundamental ratio fo r TAZ j.
1 = Total number o f trip purposes.
i = Trip Purpose such as home based work, home based other and non-home based. 
j=TAZ no.
k= Relevant demographic or socio-economic variables for TAZ j  
X|cj =Measure o f Relevant demographic o r socio-economic variable k fo r TAZ j  
au ,bu 'T rip  making characteristics associated with each demographic variable k for trip 
purpose i.
The accessibility index fo r a trip  purpose fo r all TAZs is a function o f the individual 
accessibilities o f each TAZ in terms o f a ll the demographic or socio-economic factors. 
Thus, the accessibility fo r each trip  purpose can be expressed as follows.
E E to % jy
--------------- (4 .4 )
E E E t«« X^\
j = l  7=1 k = l
Where
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A(P)i = Accessibility index fo r trip purpose i fo r the study area
and the combined accessibility index for all trip  purposes fo r all TAZs can be expressed as 
shown in equation 4.5. This is the study area wide indicator o f accessibility fo r trip 
productions.
É Î  Î  to % 4,]
"(f) '  4 4 4 ...........   (4.S)
I  E E ta» jry
1=1 7=1 Ar=l
where;
A(P) = Combined accessibility index fo r all trip  productions in the study area
A  sim ilar scheme can be adopted fo r trip  attractions indices. The only difierence 
would be that the measures would be different and the coefficients the equations would 
now be b,̂ . The mean o f the productions and attractions indices can be used as the study area 
accessibility index as discussed in the methodology.
The choice o f what the trips are to be normalized against is left to the discretion o f 
the user. These sub-indices are added up by zone to obtain an overall production and 
attraction indicator fo r the zone. Alternately, th^r can be added up by purpose in order to 
obtain aggregate indicators by purpose. The case study illustrates this process completely.
4.7 Computer Modcb
The automation o f the computation o f the indices identified can be accomplished by 
using a GIS interfoce along with computer models fo r the four step transportation planning 
process. Several computer models are available to assist travel demand forecasting such as
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EMME2 (Intro Consultants Inc., 1996), MINUTP ( COMSIS, 1996) and TRANPLAN 
(UAG, 1995).
A Geographical Information System (GIS) references spatial data to attributes. This 
is a very powerful tool which can be used fo r a plethora o f transportation planning 
applications. The followir% sections deal with a UTPP computer model called TRANPLAN 
and a GIS commercial software called ARC/INFO. These two specific tools have been 
selected for discussion as TRANPLAN is the planning tool and TRANPLAN is the GIS 
software adopted by the local metropolitan planning organization the Las Vegas area.
4.7.1 TRANPLAN
TRANPLAN comprises o f a comprehensive suite o f transportation planning 
computer programs encompassing forecasting capabilities for both highway and transit 
systems. The software itse lf is based on the 4 step Urban Transportation Planning Process. 
It is structured as a dynamic tool comprising o f 40 modules. These include network creation, 
trip distribution, trip  generation, modal choice models, traffic assignment, reporting 
and printing the results. It is available for use on many hardware platforms. The data needed 
for running the model include;
1. Transportation Network.
2. A defined base unit called the Traffic Analysis Zone along with its centroid.
3. A  calibrated Trip Generation model for productions and attractions and
4. Friction factors and growth factors for trip distribution process.
The whole process is summarized figure 4.7. The firs t step is to build the network. 
This is done through the BUILD HIGHWAY NETWORK module.
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The TRIP GENERATION module can then be used to estimate the number o f trips by trip 
purpose terms o f production and attraction models fo r all the TAZs This is usually 
accomplished by considering trips generated or attracted as a function o f socioeconomic and 
demographic variables in consonance w ith the locational and land use characteristics o f a 
zone.
The output is a table containing productions and attractions for the various TAZs 
The TRIP DISTRIBUTION module then distributes these trips between various origin and 
destination zones based on the relative attractiveness o f travel. The gravity model is 
employed here. Next a logit mode choice model is used to separate person trips to various 
alternative modes. Finally the TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT model is used to assign the modal 
trips to various links.
4.7.2 Geographic Inform ation Systems (ARC/INFO )
A GIS is an organized collection o f computer hardware, software, geographic data 
and personnel data designed to capture, store, update, manipulate, analyze and display all 
forms o f geographically referenced information efficiently and effectively (ESRI, 1993a).
It is combination o f information databases and spatial databases with abilities for 
manipulation o f both databases simultaneously and display o f results in such a way that 
would help identify spatial relationships. The database concept is central to a GIS and it is 
the main difference between a GIS and any other mapping system which can produce only 
a graphic output (Burli, 1995).
ARC/INFO is an automated set o f GIS software. The chief modules o f the program 
that are relevant to this thesis include ARC, ARCEDIT, ARCPLOT, INFO and NETWORK.
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Each module has its own functions. The ARC handles spatial referencing o f data whilst the 
INFO handles the feature information database and relates it to other features.
Geographic data are referenced in terms o f three prim itive types: points, arcs and 
polygons. Spatial relationships between these features are used to describe the topology. The 
three main topological considerations o f ARC/INFO are (ESRI, 1993a):
1. Arcs cormect to each other at nodes (connectivity).
2. Arcs that connect to surround an area define a polygon (area definition).
3. Arcs have direction and le ft and right sides (contiguity).
These considerations help in building a coverage terms o f coordinates. Every feature 
o f this coverage is referenced in terms o f a user ID which can be used to relate to other 
features in a INFO database.
Various coverages may be overlaid on one another in order to perform analysis. 
These overlaps are defined in terms o f Boolean operators such as intersection, union and 
identity. This ability to relate to various spatial databases is what makes the GIS a very 
powerful analytical tool.
There is also a provision to program using a macro called as ARC Macro Language 
(AM L). This is an interpretative language w ith programming capabilities and a set o f tools 
suited to perform modeling. The AML is an elegant programming option to create menus fo r 
user interfiice, automated database access and display o f information. The AML can be used 
extensively to tailor the needs o f a process in such a way that information is obtained 
eflSciently and effectively.
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4.8 Case Study and Analysis
The Las Vegas Valley area was used fo r an illustrative case study in order to 
demonstrate the creation o f the accessibility indices. This case study illustrates some o f the 
applications o f the tool developed the thesis. This chapter illustrates the development o f the 
indices and elucidates the whole process as applied to a metropolitan area.
4.8.1 Data Sources
For this study, the data were obtained from various sources. The travel demand 
forecasting model (TRANPLAN), the planning variables database report (RTC, 1996), 
variables used in TRANPLAN, specifically the trip  generation sub-routine were obtained 
from the Regional Transportation Commission (RTC). The street center line coverage was 
obtained from the Clark County GIS Management Office. A  GIS coverage depicting the 
posted speeds was obtained fi’om the Clark County Department o f Public Works, Traffic 
Management Division, addition the TAZ ^ e m  developed by the RTC 1990 was also used. 
This system consists o f749 zones including ten external zones.
A  functional classification o f the road network was developed the GIS environment 
for the purposes o f the project based on the Regional Transportation Commission’s 
TRANPLAN functional classes. These broadly include 4 classes; Freeways and Expressways, 
Principal arterials, M inor arterials and Collectors. The GIS coverage was developed only for 
fi’eeways, principal and minor arterials for the purposes o f the case study.
4.8.2 Assumptions
The highway network model developed TRANPLAN and the street center line 
coverage developed by GISMO being developed by different entities do not conform with
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one another completely. This is because TRANPLAN is modeled using straight lines to 
represent arcs whereas the street centerline is a precise database which accurately depicts the 
position/shape o f the street centerline.In order to import the TRANPLAN loaded file  into 
the street centerline, a lengthy conflation procedure is required wherein the whole highway 
network is rebuilt in terms o f the street centerline coordinates. The problem was 
compounded by the lack o f vertices in TRANPLAN. Therefore, for simplicity, the adoption 
o f the TRANPLAN predicted volume o f flows was discarded and only the posted speeds 
developed by the Clark County Department o f Public Works, Traffic Management Division 
was used. However, this database covers only 104 major streets across the v a ll^  and the 
coverage is partial A  frequency test was conducted in order to obtain the average speed per 
segment and extended to the entire streets case o f partial coverage o f the street. The minor 
streets which were not coded in this coverage include local collectors and access streets. 
These were coded with a defluilt posted speed o f 20 mph. This is less than the typical posted 
speed lim it o f 25 mph, but since many o f the collector streets have restrictions imposed due 
to road conditions, school zones, starts and stops due to stop signs etc., the 20 mph speed 
lim it was considered appropriate.
The program was also made to include a user defined volume to capacity (v/c) ratio 
order to reduce errors when using the BPR equation. The defoult is set at 80% o f the posted 
speed lim it. When input into the BPR equation, this would imply a volume to capacity ratio 
o f0.707. This value is reasonably close to the v/c ratios found in most metropolitan areas.
4.8.3 Program Inputs
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A computer code was developed in order to allow the user to identify the facility for 
analysis by prompting a lis t o f the streets by functional class. Freeways were chosen for 
analysis. The specific facilities used were the 1-15,1-215, US-95 and the Summerlin Parkway. 
The program then performed the analysis using a default speed o f 80% o f the posted speed 
limits and developed the accessible sub-network as described in the implementation strategy. 
The maximum impedance time was set arbitrarily to three minutes. A t this point the analysis 
was continued in terms o f defining the accessible region in terms o f arc lengths themselves. 
An overlay was performed w ith the TAZs order to determine the accessible arcs per TAZ. 
Figure 4.4 shows the accessible arcs for all TAZs and figure 3.3 illustrates the procedure. 
The ratios o f the accessible arcs to the total o f all arcs in the TAZ were then obtained. These 
ratios were used by the final module o f the program along w ith the trip  generation sub­
routine o f the TRANPLAN model as described in the implementation scheme.
4.8.4 D efinition o flnd iccs
The trip  generation sub-module o f the TRANPLAN process is TAZ specific. The 
RTC uses a dis-aggregate household trip rate cross classification model for modeling trip 
generation. Cross classification is a model which utilizes rates to describe household trip  
making depending on household size, income and trip  purpose. The entire process is 
achieved through an automated spreadsheet. The basic model assumes that trips per income 
category are linearly related. The following equation illustrates the basic model.
Trips Per capita per day = 0.007 x Income per annum ( thousands) + 2.76 ....( 4.6)
The trip purposes are five number. They are Home Based Work trips (HEW), Home 
Based School Trips (HBSc), Home Based Shop Trips(HBSh), Home Based Other (HBO)
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and Non-Home Based Trips (NHB). The m ethodolo^ proposed involves computation o f 
relevant demographic variables and computing accessible trips proportion to  total trips. 
Since the scheme used the study area is a cross classification scheme, the final trips 
computed by TAZ by purpose can directly be used as an input. These can be quantified into 
three measures;
1. Production Modd
The production model consists o f 5 trip  purpose derived indices namely;
a. Home Based Work Productions Index.
b. Home Based School Productions Index.
c. Home Based Shop Productions Index.
d. Home Based Other Productions Index.
e. Non Home Based Productions Index.
A ll the five trip purposes can be aggregated to an Aggr^ate Trip Productions Index. 
Thus a total o f six production indices have been defined.
2. Attraction Modd
Similar to the production model, the attraction model consists o f 5 trip  purpose 
derived indices namely;
a. Home Based Work Attractions Index.
b. Home Based School Attractions Index.
c. Home Based Shop Attractions Index.
d. Home Based Other Attractions Index.
e. Non Home Based Attractions Index.
A ll the five indices can be combined to define a sixth Aggregate Trip Attractions Index.
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3. Combined Model
The production and attraction indices by purpose can be averaged to find the 
aggregate index. Thus, each o f the six indices that have been defined can be averaged for 
both the production and attraction models to obtain a combined measure. These measures 
are enumerated below:
a. Aggregate Home Based Work Trips Index.
b. Aggregate Home Based School Trips Index.
c. Aggregate Home Based Shop Trips Index.
d. Aggregate Home Based Other Trips Index.
e. Aggregate Non-Home Based Trips Index.
f. Combined Accessibility Index.
Since the trip generation model is a cross classification model, additional auxiliary 
indices were also defined order to help understand trip  making characteristics better These 
are grouped in to five indices under the heading o f demographic sub-indices. These are 
enumerated as follows.
a. Population Accessibility Indet.
b. Hotel/Casino Accessibility Index.
c. Shop Accessibility Index.
d. Office Accessibility Index.
e. School Accessibility Index.
Thus 23 indices are defined based. A  normalization o f these indices would help in 
relative quantification o f the index so that it can be used as a tool for comparison between 
various TAZs. In the case study two normalization methods were used. In one method, the
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variables were normalized w ith respect to v a ll^  wide totals and in the other method, the 
variables were normalized to fecility specific totals. Thus a total o f 46 indices were defined 
for the valley. An additional network accessibility index describing the mean ratios that were 
obtained was also defined. It must be noted here that the type o f normalization has only a 
scaling effect on the index. Hence the nature o f the index w ill remain the same whatever be 
the method chosen by the user. In the case study, the variables were normalized against 
valley specific totals by purpose.
In the case o f the trip generation model for the Las Vegas valley, the Non-Home 
Based trip productions are the same by TAZ as the Non-Home Based Trip attractions and 
therefore the number o f indices was brought down to 22 from a possible 24.
Figures 4.8 to 4.29 describe the top TAZs by percentile group fo r freeway 
accessibility for the study area. Tables 4.3 to 4.24 describe the top 40 TAZs by accessibility 
index values. The accessibility has been normalized to a scale o f 1000. Since there are about 
750 TAZs in the study area, the average accessibility in the ideal case when all the TAZs 
were equally accessible would be 1.33 (1000/750). This number could be used for 
comparison o f TAZ access.
The figures reveal distribution o f accessible TAZs in terms o f the degree o f 
accessibility. Figure 4.8 depicts the distribution o f home based work productions index. It 
can be seen that the most accessible r%ioos in this case lie along the resort corridor - the area 
o f concentration o f the casinos. Quite a number o f TAZs show up in the map which implies 
that the accessibility is foirly distributed amongst the TAZs. Table 4.3 relates the top 40 
TAZs with their Home Based Work Productions accessibility indices. It can be seen that the 
top 10 TAZs account for a total o f 110. This means that out o f every 1000 home based work
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trips produced in the v a ll^ , these TAZs account for 110 accessible trips. Considering 
equally distributed accessibility o f 1.33, these TAZs are 8 times more accessible than the 
average TAZ. The normalization number (1000) is a measure o f the total o f a ll home based 
work trips in the v a ll^ . A  separate query revealed that 604 o f the 1000 trips are accessible 
to the freeway within a three minute driving distance and a total o f320 TAZs were in the 
accessible region. Thus more than one sixth o f all the accessible home based work trips are 
accounted by the top ten TAZs (i.e., 3 percent o f accessible TAZs).
Figure 4.9 shows the distribution o f TAZs by home based school productions index. 
The measure o f the total number o f accessible home based school trips is 602 and the total 
number o f TAZs in the accessible region 309. Table 4.4 reveals that in this case it  can be seen 
that the top S TAZs themselves account fo r 70 accessible trips. This is a relatively high 
number, but school accessibilities are dependent upon the location o f the schools. Thus, 
figure 4.4 reveals a markedly high concentration o f accessibility.
Figure 4.10 and table 4.5 together describe the home based shop productions index. 
It can be seen that the distribution is similar to school accessibilities, since the shop index 
is also highly location dependent. Figure 4.11 and table 4.6 taken together describe the home 
based other productions index. The distribution is similar to the home based shop index.
Figure 4.12 and table 4.7 describe the aggregate trip  productions index. This index 
captures freeway accessibility to all trip  productions. The total measure o f accessible trips 
fo r all TAZs was found to be 607 with a total o f365 TAZs lying in the accessible region. 
Again, it can be seen that the top 5 TAZs sum up to 50 in terms o f the accessibility index. 
This implies that out o f every 1000 productions, 607 are accessible to the freeway system 
w ithin a travel time o f three minutes and o f these 607 trips, 50 i.e., more than 8% are
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contributed by just 1.3% (5/365) o f365 TAZs lying in the accessible region. This reveals 
a pattern o f regional imbalance in terms o f trips accessible to the freeway system.
Figures 4.13 to 4.17 along with tables 4.8 to 4.12 describe the attraction components 
o f the home based work, home based school, home based other, non-home based and 
combined indices respectively. It can be seen that while home based shop trip  attractions 
index is similar in distribution to the productions index, the other indices show that a few 
TAZs have a markedly high value for the accessibility mdex. In the case o f home based work 
attractions index (table 4.8), it can be seen that one TAZ contributes to about 50 o f all 
accessible trips (totalling 612). The distribution further reveals that even though 359 TAZs 
lie the accessible region, the top 10 TAZs contribute to about 185 o f the accessible trips. 
This implies that even though the number o f accessible work attractions is almost the same 
as the other trip purpose totals, there is a marked imbalance in the distribution. However, it 
can be seen from figure 4.13 that most o f the TAZs that contribute disproportionately to this 
imbalance lie in the resort corridor. Since work trips are location specific (dependent on the 
CBD), a ll that this represents is that the CBD in the study area lies very proximate to the 
freeway system.
The imbalance in the distribution is highlighted in the case o f the home based school 
index (Figure 4.14 and table 4.19), which reveals an extremely high concentration at the top 
and reaches zero within an interval o f 100 accessible TAZs. In this case however, it must be 
noted that school attractions are dependent on school locations. Most o f the schools lie in 
just 100 TAZs.
The aggregate accessibility indet depicted in figure 4.17 and table 4.12 assume 
special importance due to the high concentrations o f accessible corridors found in the sub-
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indices. However, an examination o f the segregate attractions index shows that there is a 
similar trend as noticed in the aggregate productions index w ith the exception that the top 
TAZs now exhibit higher accessibilities. Thus in general, the freeway system in the valley 
seems more accesable to trip  attractions than productions. This may be due to the presence 
o f very few freeways and their general orientation which favors movement away from the 
CBD much more readily.
Figures 4.18 to 4.23 depict the aggregate indices fo r each trip  purpose. The trend 
in these indices is approximately the mean o f the trends observed in the respective production 
and attraction components. Figure 4.23 and table 4.18 are o f a special importance as these 
taken together reveal the combined accessibility index for all trips the valley by TAZ. It can 
be seen from the figure that there is no general trend exhibited now except that outlying 
areas seem to have lesser index values. The total number o f accessible trips the valley (i.e., 
the valley wide accessibility index) is 613, which means that on an average 61.3 percent o f 
all trips are accessible to the freeway tystem within a three minute driving distance. Table 
4.18 however reveals that one TAZ exhibits a high value for the combined accessibility index.
Figures 4.24 to 4.28 depict accessibility indices for the five demographic 
characteristics chosen for the study area. Population accessibility distribution is shown in 
figure 4.24 and table 4.19. This index has been used for an alternatives analysis presented at 
the end o f this chapter. An ecamination o f the hotel/casino accessibility index depicted in 
figure 4.25 and table 4.20 shows a concentration o f very high accessibility indices at the top 
o f the ladder. This index is a relative measure o f the accessible trips from hotel/casinos in 
terms o f employees by TAZ. More over, this value soon reaches zero within 37 intervals. 
This means that 37 TAZs that consist o f Hotels/Casinos lie in the accessible region. An
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examination o f figure 4.25 reveals that a plurality o f these TAZs lie in the resort corridor 
The imbalance in the distribution o f the TAZs reflects that some casinos are accessible to 
a much higher degree than others. TAZ 491 stands out this respect as the single most 
accessible TAZ terms o f a plurality o f accessibility indices.
The other indices examined include the shop accessibility index and the office 
accessibility index. These indices show a similar trend w ith respect to each other. Figures 
4.26 through 4.28 depict the distribution o f the TAZs by these two indices respectively. The 
network accessibility index which is a relative measure o f the fundamental ratio ( r j is 
described by figure 4.29 and table 4.24.
Further, all the %gregate indices were chosen and plotted by distribution o f the TAZs 
by accessibility index. Figures 4.30 and 4.31 show the distribution in terms o f a bar chart for 
the combined accessibility index in terms o f number o f TAZs and cumulative number o f 
TAZs respectively. It can be seen that a better representation can be made through the use 
o f smooth curves o f accessibility. Figures 4.32 to 4.39 represent the cumulative distribution 
o f the TAZs by accessibility indec values. It can be seen fl̂ om the tables that there are very 
few TAZs that have an accessibility greater than 8. Most o f them lie between zero and two. 
These must represent the TAZs that lie in the outer regions o f the accessible network o f 
streets. A second distribution o f60-70 TAZs can be found in the middle range o f 2-8. These 
must represent the TAZs that directly benefit fi-om the fi*eeways. The TAZs having values 
greater thaii 8 are normally the ones that lie in the resort corridor or high income residential 
zones. Further, it can be seen that the behavior o f all the indices is almost similar.
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Top 10% 
>20% <=30% 
>40% <=00% 
>00% <=80%
L 2  >80%
Unaffected TAZs
Figure 4J: Las Vegas Vall^: Accessibility within 3 mmutes flrom freeway system 
Home Based Work Productions Index
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Top 10%
>20% <=30% 
>40% <=60%
#  >60% <=80%
□  >80%
ZU Unaffected TAZs
Figure 4 3 : Las Vegas Valley: Accc.vsibility within 3 minutes from freeway system 
Home Based Scho«ii Productions Index
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Top 10%
>20% <=30%
>40% <=60%
>60% <=80%
_J Unaffected TAZs
Figure 4.10 : Las Vegas Valley: Accessibility withio 3 minutes fhimfieeway system 
Home Based Shop Productions Index
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Top 10% 
>20% <=30% 
>40% <=60%
>60% <=80%
"□ >80%
Unaffected TAZs
Figure 4.11 : Las Vegas Valley: Acctssibility within 3 minutes from frcen ay system 
Home Based Other I'roductioiB Index
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>20% <=30% 
>40% <=60%
>60% <=80%
□  >80%
 I Unaffected TAZs
Figure 4.12 : Las Vegas Valley: Accessibility within 3 minutes from Freeway system 
Aggregate Trip Productions Index
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>20% <=30%
>40% <=60%
>60% <=80%
□  >80%
lZ j  Unaffected TAZs
Figure 4.13 : Las Vegas Valley: Acccssilriiity within 3 minutes from freeway system 
Home Based Work Attractions index
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Top 10%
>20% <=30% 
>40% <=60%
B  >60% <=80%
□  > M «
□  UnaffiecttdTAZs
Figure 4.14 : Las Vegas VaOey: Accessibiiitsr wftlunJ miiiutes from freeway system 
Home Based School Attractions Index
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Top 10% 
>20% <=30%
>40% <=60%
>60% <=80%
□  >M«
□  UnalbctedTAZs
Figure 4.15: Las VeguVaOey: Accessibility witUn 3 oiinntes from freeway systan 
Home Based Shop Attractions Index
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Top 10% 
>20% <=30% 
>40% <=60%
>60% <=80%
a  > 8 0 %
d ]. Unaffected TAZs
Figure A17 : Las VcfM Vallqr: Accodriltty witlun 3 nnnutcs from freeway system 
Aggregate Trip Attractions Index
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Top 10%
>20% <=30% 
>40% <=60% 
>60% <=80%
□  >80% 
lD Unaffected TAZs
Figure A16 : Las Vegas VaOey: Accessibility within 3 miimtgs from fireeway system 
Home Based Other Attractious Index
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■  Top 10%
■  >20% <=30%
■  >40% <=60%
B  >60% <=80%
□  >80%
d l  Unaffected TAZs
Figure 4.18 : Las Vegas Vallqr: Acccssiliility within 3 minutes from freeway system 
Aggregate Home Based Work Index
N
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Top 10%
>20% <=30%
>40% <=60%
>60% <=80%
□  >80%
lZ] Unaffected TAZs
Figure 4.19 : Las Vegas V all^  AccessibiiUy within 3 udnules fnun ikeeway system 
Aggregate Home Based School Index
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>20% <=30%
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Figure 4JO : Las Vegas Valky: Accessibility wiUdn 3 minutes from freeway system 
Aggregme Home Based Shop ludex
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Top 10% 
>20% <=30%
>40% <=60%
i
; #  >60% <=80%
: lH  >80%
ZD Unaffected TAZs
Figure 4J1 : Las Vegas Valley: Accessibility ivithin 3 minutes from freeway system 
Aggregate Home Based Otiier Index
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Figure 4J2 : Las Vegas Valley: Accessibility witbin 3 minutes from freeway system 
Aggregate Xon-Hbme Based Trip Index
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Top 10% 
>20% <=30% 
>40% <=60%
>60% <=80%
>80%
 : Unaffected TAZs
Figure 423 : Las Vegas Valley: Acr- ssibility within 3 minutes from freeway system 
Combined Accessib ty Index
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\Top 10% 
>20% <=30% 
>40% <= 60% 
>60% <=80%
—J >80%
 : Unaffected TAZs
Figure 4J4 : Las Vegas Valley: Accessibility within 3 minutes from freeway system 
Population Accessibility Index
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Top 10%
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w
S
Figure 425  : Las Vegas Valley: Accessibility within 3 minutes from rrceway system 
Hotel/Casino Access libty Index
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Top 10%
>20% <=30%
>40% <=60%
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 ! Unaffected TAZs
Figure 4J6 : Las Vegas Valley: Accessibility witbm 3 minutes from freeway system 
Shop Accessibility Index
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Top 10% 
>20% <=30% 
^  >40% <=60% 
^  >60% <=80% 
l J  >80% 
 ! Unaffected TAZs
Figure 427  : Las Vegas Valley: Ac.. ssibility within 3 minutes from freeway system 
Office Accessibility .idex
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Top 10% 
>20% <=30% 
>40% <=60%
>60% <=80%
~ 3  >80%
 ! Unaffected TAZs
Figure 42È : Las Vegas Valley: Accessibility within 3 minutes from freeway system 
School Accessibility Index
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 I Unaffected TAZs
Figure 4.29 : Las Vegas Valley: Accessibility within 3 minutes from freeway system 
Network Accessibi:.qr Index
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Table 4J: Top40TAZt by ffonc Based Work ProdoctkMU Access Index
122
Rank TAZ HBWnrk
Productiont
tadcx
Cumalative sum 
ofIndex
I 204 18.24 1834
2 425 13.68 31.92
3 358 1138 45.29
4 260 11.43 56.73
5 352 10.15 66.88
6 452 9.68 76.56
7 259 9.41 85.97
8 206 833 9430
9 591 8.20 102.51
10 350 8.12 110.63
11 472 7.86 118.49
12 247 7.75 126.24
13 250 7.52 133.75
14 208 7.42 141.18
IS 207 736 148.43
16 252 7.18 155.61
17 253 7.11 162.73
18 357 6.98 169.71
19 318 6.98 176.69
20 104 6.56 183.25
21 327 6.54 189.79
22 433 6.54 196.32
23 267 6.45 202.7'
24 201 6.44 209 21
25 130 6.43 215.64
26 180 6.37 222.01
27 240 631 228.32
28 245 6.05 234.37
29 386 6.04 240.41
30 251 5.98 246.39
31 369 5.97 252.36
32 349 5.95 258.30
33 256 5.73 264 03
34 429 5.70 269 73
35 237 5.61 275.34
36 474 5.59 280.95
37 470 5.10 286 03
38 626 5.10 291.13
39 509 4.85 295 9X
40 614 4 79 300 '7
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Table 4.4: Top 40 TAZi by Bone Based School PnidnctioM Accca I»iez
Rank TAZ HB School 
ProdocthMS 
Index
Cn— latfvc sun 
of Index
1 204 21.35 21J5
425 12.78 34.13
3 358 12.50 46.63
4 352 11.88 58.51
5 260 10.68 69.19
6 206 9.75 78.94
7 591 9.60 88.54
8 452 9.05 97.58
9 259 8.79 106.38
10 250 8.79 115.17
11 207 8.50 123.67
12 252 8.41 132.07
13 253 8.32 140.4(1
14 357 8.17 148.57
15 104 7.68 156.24
16 327 7.66 163.90
17 433 7.65 171.56
18 350 7.59 179.14
19 201 7.53 186.68
20 472 7.34 194.02
21 247 7.23 201.26
22 251 7.00 208.2.'
23 208 6.93 215.1*'
24 256 6.71 221.'.-'
25 474 6.54 228.44
26 318 6.52 234.96
27 267 6.02 240 98
28 130 6.01 246.99
29 626 5.97 252-96
30 180 5.95 258.91
31 245 5.65 264.56
32 386 5.64 270.20
33 614 5.61 275.81
34 369 5.57 281.38
35 349 5.55 286.93
36 319 5.39 292.32
37 429 5.32 297 64
38 459 5.10 302.74
39 42X 4.62 307 36
4(1 5(191 453 ' 11 X«»
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Rank TAZ HBShop
Pmsdacdoaa
bdes
Camaladvenm
ofiades
1 491 18J8 18.58
2 204 15.15 33.73
3 425 12J7 46.10
4 358 12.09 58.19
S 260 10J4 68.53
6 452 8.76 77.29
7 259 8.51 85.79
8 352 8.44 94.23
9 275 7.94 102.17
10 415 7J8 109.55
11 350 7.34 116.89
12 472 7.11 124.00
13 247 7.01 131.01
14 206 6.92 137.93
15 591 6.81 144.75
16 208 6.71 151.46
17 240 6.60 158.05
18 318 6.31 164.36
19 250 6.25 170.61
20 276 6.22 176.83
21 492 6.21 183.04
22 207 6.03 189.08
23 252 5.97 195.04
24 253 5.91 200.95
25 156 5.90 206.86
26 237 5.86 212.72
27 267 5.83 218.55
28 130 5.82 224.37
29 357 5.80 230.17
30 180 5-76 235.93
31 245 5.47 241.40
32 386 5.46 246 86
33 104 5.45 252.31
34 327 5.43 257.75
35 433 5.43 263.18
36 369 5.39 268 57
37 349 5.37 273 V5
38 201 5.35 279 29
39 470 5.34 284
41)1 282 5.30 289"'|
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Table 4.6: Top 40 TAZs by Home BascdOthcrProductiMS Access bdez
Rank TAZ HB Other 
Productions 
bdez
Cnaudatwe
bdez
I 491 15.90 15.90
I 204 14.33 30.22
3 425 12.90 43.12
4 358 12.61 55.74
5 260 10.78 66.52
6 452 9.13 75.65
7 259 8.87 84.53
8 352 7.98 92J1
9 350 7.66 100.17
10 415 7.59 107.75
11 472 7.41 115.17
12 240 7.35 122.52
13 247 7.31 129.83
14 208 7.00 136.83
15 275 6.78 143.61
16 318 6.58 150.19
17 206 6.55 156.73
18 237 6.53 163.27
19 591 6.44 169.71
20 156 6.27 175.98
21 267 6.08 182.06
22 130 6.07 188.13
23 1X0 6.00 194.14
24 470 5.95 200.08
25 250 5.91 205.99
26 245 5.70 211.69
27 386 5.70 217.39
28 207 5.70 223.09
29 252 5.64 228.73
30 369 5.63 234.36
31 349 5.61 239.97
32 253 5.59 245.55
33 357 5.48 251.04
34 492 5.38 256.42
35 429 5.37 261.80
36 2-6 5.32 267.12
37 l<»4 5.15 272.27
38 •27 5.14 277.41
39 4 : 3 5.13 282.55
40 201 5.06 287 60
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Tabk 4.7; Top 40 TAZs by Aoregsie Trip Produciioes Accw Index
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Rank TAZ AgfrefateTrip
Pmdncrioms
Index
Caanlarive
snmof
Index
1 491 13.68 13.68
2 338 10.88 24.55
3 204 10.77 35.32
4 260 10.08 45.41
5 318 8.71 54.12
6 425 8.64 62.76
7 357 8.16 70.91
8 259 750 7851
9 319 7.14 85.36
10 369 6.89 92.25
11 429 6.87 99.12
12 472 6.84 105.96
13 130 6.66 112.62
14 428 6.49 119.11
IS 267 6.24 125.35
16 452 6.15 131.50
17 327 6.01 137 51
18 206 5.97 143.-IX
19 352 5.92 149 4(1
20 275 5.79 155 20
21 350 5.71 160.91
22 296 5.64 166 54
23 268 5.63 172.1-
24 247 5.60 17“ "
23 415 5.45 183 22
26 474 5.36 188.5S
27 264 5.19 193.--
28 343 5.00 198.--
29 245 5.00 203
30 230 4.90 208.d-|
31 237 4.81 213.4X1
32 591 4.81 21829j
33 359 4.75 223.041
34 470 4.73 227 —1
33 492 4.66 232.4-1
36 20X1 4.53 2.36 W'l
37 3491 4.52 241 4X1
38 2761 4.4X 245 •'««(
39 2511 4.48 250 441
40 :::: 4.46 254 •'III
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Table 4.8: Top 40 TAZs by Home Baaed Work Attractioas Access bdex
Rank TAZ HBW
Attractioas
bdex
Caamlathre 
mm of 
bdex
491 48.96 48.96
493 28.24 77.20
275 20.92 98.12
271 19.29 117.41
268 16.23 133.65
6 276 15.23 148.88
7 492 14.72 163.60
8 282 13.64 177.24
9 364 10.05 187.29
10 543 9.01 196J0
II 489 9.00 205.30
12 415 8.48 213.78
13 362 7.96 221.74
14 471 7.94 229.68
15 365 7.83 237.51
16 428 7.67 245.18
17 457 7.62 252.80
18 264 7.53 260.33
19 359 7.26 267.59
20 470 7.01 274.60
21 474 6.88 281.48
22 277 6.82 288.30
23 363 6.73 295.0'
24 315 6.66 30l.o‘)
25 164 6.66 308.35
26 319 6.51 314.86
27 296 6.45 321.32
28 203 5.75 327.07
29 488 5.54 332.61
30 280 5.10 337.71
31 281 4.99 342.70
52 327 4.87 347.57
53 266 4.77 352.34
54 575 4.64 356.98
55 373 4.41 361.38
56 459 4.38 365.76
57 472 4.14 369.91
58 3lhl 4.08 373.9*»
59 482) 3.88 377 87
4(1 3.87 381.75
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Table 4.9: Top 40 TAZs by Home Bamd School Aitractiiws Accc» Index
Rank TAZ HB School 
Attractioas 
Index
Cumolifhre 
sons of 
bdex
471 129.28 129J8
470 129.26 258.55
181 23.99 282.54
233 22.71 305.25
301 16.87 322.12
6 358 15.02 337.14
7 315 14J4 351.47
8 437 10.84 362-31
9 454 10.01 372.31
10 350 9.99 382.30
11 264 8.94 391-24
12 237 8.74 399.98
13 184 7.80 407.78
14 428 7.67 415.45
15 452 7.46 422.90
16 429 6.73 429.64
17 511 6.60 436.24
18 207 6.46 442.69
19 243 6.07 448.77
20 373 5.94 454.71
21 221 5.80 460.50
22 157 5.21 465.71
23 253 5.13 470.84
24 400 5.10 475.94
25 156 5.02 480.96
26 334 4.66 485.62
27 479 4.65 490.27
28 105 4.62 494.89
29 266 4.61 499.50
30 509 4.54 504.04
31 260 4.39 508.43
32 252 4.39 512.82
33 356 4.38 517.20
34 238 4.37 521.57
35 474 4.28 525.85
36 223 4.24 530.09
37 320 4.05 534.13
38 503 4.03 538.16
39 256 4.02 542.18
40 116 4.01 546.19
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Table 4.10: Top 40 TAZa by Home Based Shop Attractioas Access Index
Rank TAZ HBShop
AttraoiQns
bdez
Ce— imim 
smaef 
bdez
318 16.67 16.67
319 15.32 31.99
3 369 13.95 45.94
4 357 13.24 59.17
5 161 12.62 71.79
6 343 12J5 84.14
7 260 12.06 96.20
8 373 10.85 107.05
9 323 10.65 117.69
10 429 10J9 128.08
11 428 10.02 138.11
12 358 9.84 147.95
13 267 9.42 157.37
14 103 9.34 166.70
15 457 9.13 175.84
16 413 9.10 184.94
17 550 8.86 193.80
18 130 8.62 202.42
19 359 8.05 210.47
20 322 7.79 218.25
21 296 7.23 225.49
22 333 7.04 232.53
23 327 7.04 239.57
24 332 6.99 246.56
25 227 6.86 253.42
26 266 6.76 260.17
27 222 6.45 266.63
28 263 6.41 273.04
29 264 6.39 279.43
30 521 6.34 285.76
31 471 6.14 291.90
32 346 6.04 297.94
33 324 5.86 303.80
34 472 5.74 309.54
35 331 5.72 315.25
36 434 5.71 320.97
37 356 5.66 326.62
38 259 5.40 332.02
39 374 5.20 337.22
40 219 5.13 342.35
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Table 4.11: Top 40 TAZs by Home Based Other AttractiMS Access Index
Rank TAZ HB Other 
Attractions 
fades
Ciimalithrr 
mm of 
fades
I 491 32.42 32.42
2 493 19.27 51.69
3 268 14.77 66.46
4 275 13.89 80.36
5 428 12J6 92.71
6 276 10.54 103.25
7 492 9.95 11350
8 282 9.89 123.08
9 271 8.68 131.77
10 264 852 140.08
11 319 757 147.66
12 471 7.36 155.02
13 474 7.35 162.37
14 260 756 169.63
15 318 7.12 176.74
16 358 6.94 183.68
17 470 6.83 190.52
18 415 6.48 197.00
19 365 6.47 203.47
20 296 6.43 209.90
21 369 6.42 216.32
22 472 6.21 22253
23 327 6.06 228.59
24 457 6.05 234.64
25 359 5.82 240.46
26 357 5.81 246.26
27 373 5.63 251.89
28 315 5.57 257.46
29 343 550 262.76
30 323 5.20 267.96
31 267 5.19 273.15
32 362 5.11 278.26
33 164 5.10 283.36
34 204 4.97 28853
35 429 4.83 293.16
36 259 4.62 297.78
37 277 4.24 302.02
38 116 4.18 306.20
39 130 4.15 31055
40 161 4.14 314.48
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Table 4.12: Top 40 TAZi by Affccpte Trip AaractkMS Index
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Rank TAZ AgmpmeTrip
Attmetioaa
Index
Camnlmim
snmor
lades
1 491 23.96 23.96
2 471 16.18 40.14
3 470 13.84 53.99
4 493 13.43 67.42
5 268 1059 78.01
6 275 1057 8857
7 428 10.04 9851
8 319 9.71 108.02
9 318 951 11753
10 271 7.92 125.15
11 369 7.86 133.01
12 276 7.68 140.69
13 264 7.67 14856
14 357 7.61 155.97
15 358 758 163.55
16 260 7.49 171.04
17 373 7.46 178.50
18 492 7.42 185.92
19 282 754 19356
20 457 759 200.56
21 343 6.82 207.38
22 359 6.79 214.17
23 161 6.78 220.95
24 323 6.68 227.62
25 296 6.48 234.10
26 429 6.42 240.52
27 365 6.05 24657
28 474 5.89 252.46
29 315 5.73 25850
30 327 5.71 263.90
31 267 5.42 26953
32 472 5.29 274.62
33 266 552 279.84
34 413 5.03 284.87
35 103 4.98 289.85
36 322 4.88 294.74
37 130 4.86 299.60
38 181 4.83 304.43
39 415 4.80 309.23
40 550 4.73 313.96
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Table 4.13: Top 40 TAZs by Agregste Borne Based Work Trips lades
Rank TAZ Aggregate 
HBW Trips 
fades
Ce—ilatiee 
fades
1 491 24.77 24.77
2 493 14.15 38.92
3 275 10.46 4958
4 27 9.75 59.13
5 204 9 .a 68.81
6 268 9.66 78.47
7 358 8.46 86.93
8 492 7.93 94.86
9 276 7.63 102.49
10 423 7.31 109.80
11 260 750 117.10
12 282 6.82 123.92
13 415 6.61 13052
14 474 653 136.76
15 470 6.05 142.81
16 472 6.00 148.82
17 259 5.97 154.78
18 428 5.81 160.59
19 327 5.71 166.30
20 264 5.68 171.98
21 319 556 177.54
22 315 554 182.88
23 364 555 188.13
24 352 5.17 193.30
25 318 5.16 198.46
26 452 5.08 203.54
27 350 5.07 208.61
28 359 5.00 213.61
29 296 4.91 218.53
30 206 4.91 223.43
31 357 4.89 228.33
32 164 4.75 233.08
33 471 4.70 237.78
34 247 4.66 242.44
35 267 4.60 247.03
36 543 4.51 251.54
37 489 4.50 256.04
38 369 4.43 260.47
39 459 4.37 264.84
40 365 4.35 269.19
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Table 4.14: Top 40 TAZs by Aggregate Home Baaed School Trips Index
Rank TAZ Aggregate 
HB School Trips 
ladex
Coamiative
Index
I 470 66.43 66.43
2 471 65.15 131.58
3 181 14.09 145.67
4 358 13.76 159.42
5 204 11.83 17155
6 233 1155 182.61
7 301 10.12 192.73
8 350 8.79 20152
9 315 8.59 210.10
10 452 8.25 218.35
11 260 7.54 225.89
12 207 7.48 233.37
13 454 7.01 240.37
14 253 6.73 247.10
15 206 6.68 253.78
16 252 6.40 260.18
17 425 6.39 266.57
18 259 6.36 272.93
19 237 6.35 27957
20 264 656 285.53
21 428 6.14 291.67
22 429 6.03 297.70
23 352 5.94 303.64
24 437 5.85 309.49
25 250 5.63 315.12
26 357 5.44 320.56
27 474 5.41 325.97
28 256 557 331.34
29 472 5.24 336.58
30 247 4.90 341.48
31 243 4.82 346.30
32 591 4.80 351.10
33 245 4.63 355.72
34 201 4.61 360.33
35 509 4.54 364.86
36 014 4.40 369.27
37 184 4.32 373.59
38 156 4.11 377.70
39 356 3.88 381.58
40 104 3.84 385.41
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Table 4.15; Top 40 TAZs by Aggregate Hone Based Shop Trips lodes
Rank TAZ Aggregate 
HBShop Trips 
fades
Ciunolathre 
sum of 
fades
I 318 11.49 11.49
2 260 1150 22.69
3 358 10.97 33.65
4 369 9.67 4353
5 319 957 52-90
6 357 952 62.42
1 491 959 71.70
8 429 7.77 79.47
9 267 7.63 87.10
10 204 758 94.68
11 343 7.44 102.12
12 130 752 109.33
13 259 6.95 11659
14 425 6.71 122.99
15 428 6.65 129.64
16 472 6.42 136.07
17 323 6.38 142.45
18 161 6.32 148.77
19 327 654 155.01
20 296 6.10 161.11
21 359 5.82 166.93
22 373 553 172.46
23 206 5.32 177.79
24 247 5.09 182.87
25 103 5.03 187.90
26 264 4.93 192.82
27 350 4.88 197.71
28 237 4.78 202.49
29 452 4.76 207.25
30 222 4.76 212.01
31 245 4.63 216.64
32 457 4.57 221.21
33 550 4.56 225.77
34 333 4.55 230.32
35 413 4.55 234.87
36 250 4.54 239.41
37 415 4.48 243.89
38 349 4.44 248.34
39 322 4.35 252.69
40 521 4.35 257.04
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Table 4.16: Top 40 TAZs by AgfiCfaie Hone Baaed Other Trips fades
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Rank TAZ Agpcpie 
HBO Trips 
fades
Cannlsfive
fades
491 24.16 24.16
275 10.34 34.50
3 358 9.78 44.27
4 493 9.66 53.93
5 204 9.65 63 JS
6 260 9.02 72.60
7 268 8.60 81.20
425 8J9 89.59
276 7.93 97.52
10 428 7.73 105.24
11 492 7.67 112.91
12 282 7.21 120.12
13 415 7.04 127.15
14 318 6.85 134.00
15 472 6.81 140.81
16 259 6.75 147.56
17 470 6.39 153.95
18 271 6.05 160.00
19 369 6.02 166.02
20 452 6.00 172.02
21 264 5.97 177.99
22 474 5.87 183.86
23 350 5.81 189.67
24 247 5.65 195.33
25 357 5.65 200.97
26 267 5.64 206.61
27 327 5.60 212.21
28 319 5.59 217.80
29 296 5.46 223.27
30 315 5.13 228.40
31 352 5.11 233.51
32 130 5.11 238.62
33 429 5.10 243.72
34 206 5.07 248.79
35 156 5.06 253.84
36 164 4.99 258.83
37 237 4.96 263.79
38 365 4.68 268.47
39 359 4.68 273.16
40 25» 4.68 277.83
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Table 4.17: Top 40 TAZi by A fsicfiie Noa>Hoiae Baaed Trips bida
Rank TAZ Aoicgate 
NEB Trips 
bides
Ta— l i i h T
nun of 
lades
I 491 20.70 20.70
2 318 12.14 32.84
3 319 12.05 44.89
4 428 11.03 55.92
S 493 10.62 66.54
6 357 10.45 76.98
7 268 10J2 87.30
8 369 9.60 96.90
9 161 9.05 105.95
1 0 275 8.91 114.86
11 260 8.71 123 J7
12 343 8.55 132.12
13 429 8.50 140.62
14 457 8.18 148.81
15 323 8.17 156.98
16 296 7.79 164.77
17 358 7.74 172.51
18 264 7.74 180.25
19 359 7.43 187.68
20 130 6.93 194.61
21 103 6.85 201.46
22 2761 6.80 208.26
23 37i| 6.78 215.04
24 4711 6.72 221.75
25 282 6.57 228.32
26 413 6.54 234.86
27 492 6.44 241J0
28 267 6.40 247.70
29 327 6.32 254.02
30 365 6.21 260.22
31 322 5.92 266.14
32 550 5.92 272.05
33 474 5.80 277.86
34 271 5.79 283.65
35 472 5.75 289.40
36 266 5.64 295.03
37 227 5.62 300.66
38 333 5.12 305.78
39 332 5.04 310.82
40 2221 4.77 315.59
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Table 4.18: Top 40 TAZ* by Conbiaed AcceaibUity Index
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Rank TAZ Ganbined
Acceaibility
Index
CamnWve
nm af
Index
1 491 18.82 18.82
2 471 9.73 28.55
3 470 9.29 37.83
4 358 9.23 47.06
5 318 8.96 56.02
6 260 8.79 64.81
7 493 8.72 73.53
8 319 8.43 8L96
9 428 8.26 90 J2
10 268 8.11 98.33
11 275 8.03 106.36
12 357 7.88 114.24
13 369) 7.38 121.62
14 429| 6.64 128.26
IS 264 6.43 134.69
16 204 6.23 140.92
17 276 6.08 147.00
18 472 6.07 153.07
19 296 6.06 159.13
20 492 6.04 165.17
21 343 5.91 171.08
22 327 5.86 176.94
23 267 5.83 182-77
24 359 5.77 188.54
25 130 5.76 194.30
26 259 5.75 200.05
27 271 5.69 205.74
28 282 568 211.42
29 474 r 5.63 217.05
30 323 r 5.57 222.62
31 457 5.15 227.77
32 415 5.12 232.89
33 161 5.10 237.98
34 425 5.09 243.08
35 315 4.97 248.05
36 365 4.77 252.81
37 373 4.67 257.48
38 206 4.51 261.98
39 350 4.42 266.41
40 181 4.36 270.77
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Table 4.19: Top 40 TAZi by Popeladon Accenibjiity index
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Rank TAZ Popniaiioa
Accessibility
Index
Cuanlative
index
1 204 15.86 15.86
2 358 13.05 28.91
3 452 10.85 39.75
4 260 10.43 50.19
5 259 9.88 60.06
6 240 9.55 69.61
7 237 9.14 78.75
8 425 9.03 87.79
9 247 8.80 96.58
10 350 8.68 105.26
11 352 8.51 113.78
12 318 8J1 122.08
13 180 8.08 130.17
14 208 7.74 137.91
15 206 7.73 145.63
16 250 7.71 153.35
17 349 7.70 161.04
18 253 6.83 167.87
19 591 6.54 174.41
20 156 6J5 180.66
21 256 6.12 186.78
22 433 6.11 192.89
23 201 6.00 198.89
24 130 5.98 204.87
25 252 5.93 210.80
26 207 5.85 216.64
27 245 5.68 222.32
28 509 5.64 227.96
29 241 5.60 233.55
30 104 5.59 239.14
31 181 5.54 244.68
32 472 5.40 250.07
33 315 5J9 255.46
34 239 5.29 260.75
35 267 5.29 266.05
36 357 5.21 271.26
37 369 5.08 276.34
38 386 496 281.29
39 251 4.94 286.24
40 232 4.77 291.01
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Table 4.20: Top 40 TAZs by Hotd/Cutno Accessibility Index
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Rank TAZ Hetci/Casino
Accessibility
Index
Cnasaiaiive
Index
I 49 172.86 172.86
2 275 75.89 248.75
3 276 59.15 307.90
4 282 52.28 360.18
5 492 50.78 410.96
6 27 35.46 446.42
7 365 24.32 470.74
8 362 23.96 494.70
9 415 22.66 51736
10 277 21.88 539.24
11 296 19.87 559.11
12 164 17.56 576.67
13 281 17.18 593.85
14 280 15.45 609.29
15 156 10.99 62038
16 359 10.76 631.05
17 335 10.36 641.41
18 482 8.81 650.22
19 363 8J2 658.54
20 257 8.06 666.59
21 116 7.36 673.95
22 331 4.46 678.40
23 293 4.44 682.84
24 225 3.81 686.05
25 364 3.25 689.90
26 418 3.09 692.99
27 707 2 41 695.41
28 468 1.85 69736
29 77 1.49 698.74
30 284 IJ l 700.05
31 483 0.79 700.84
32 519 0.35 701.19
33 223 0.31 701.50
34 315 0.16 701.66
35 4SI 0.07 701.73
36 144 0.03 701.77
37 431 0.00 701.77
38 436 0.00 701.77
39 435 0.00 701.77
40 433 0.00 701.77
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Table 4.21: Top 40 TAZs by Shop Accessibility ladez
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Rank TAZ Shop
Accessibility
Index
Cumnlative 
sum of 
Index
268 43.44 43.44
493 36.96 80.40
264 20.61 101.01
428 16.07 117.08
474 14.91 131-99
6 457 11-72 143-70
7 472 11-17 154.87
8 260 10.58 165.45
9 471 10.40 175.85
10 343 10.21 186.05
11 327 10.11 196-16
12 315 10.03 206.19
13 323 9-95 216.14
14 470 9.85 225.99
15 373 9.49 235-48
16 238 8-95 244.43
17 369 8.22 252.65
18 227 7.93 260.58
19 161 7.44 268.02
20 429 7.20 275.22
21 358 6,10 281.32
22 319 6.03 287.35
23 274 5-91 293.26
24 266 5.43 298.69
25 413 5.36 304.05
26 359 5.27 309.32
27 350 5.20 314.52
28 219 5.05 31957
29 181 4.95 324.52
30 263 4.53 329.05
31 357 4.46 333.51
32 296 434 337.85
33 245 4.21 342.06
34 550 4.20 34636
35 332 4.17 350.43
36 222 4-17 354.59
37 333 4.11 358.70
38 324 3.93 362.64
39 374 3.69 366.32
40 365 3.51 369.83
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Table 4.22: Top 40 TAZs by Office Accenibaity iadcs
Rank TAZ Office
AcccssibOky
bsdex
Cwsaeladve
sw or
lodes
1 493 55.62 55.62
2 271 42.83 98.45
3 491 41.42 139.87
4 364 38.29 178.16
5 275 1657 194.73
6 470 14.99 209.72
7 543 14.14 223.85
8 471 14.00 237.85
9 415 13.85 251.70
10 489 13.81 265.51
11 459 1359 279.10
12 492 13.18 292.28
13 488 12.25 304.53
14 417 12.15 316.67
IS 359 1151 327.99
16 460 10.72 338.70
17 164 9.07 347.77
18 363 8.83 356.60
19 270 8.59 365.19
20 315 8.52 373.71
21 362 852 3:::.03
22 277 858 390.31
23 482 8.08 398.39
24 278 8.05 406.44
23 276 8.03 414.47
26 416 7.82 42259
27 334 7.35 429.64
28 280 r 753 436.87
29 228 6.75 443.62
30 457 657 450.19
31 490 5.83 456.02
32 225 4.64 460.66
33 365 4.63 465.29
34 230 4.58 469.87
35 414 4.56 474.43
36 519 4.29 478.71
37 282 4.18 482.90
38 418 4.15 487.05
39 281 4.12 491.16
40 486 3.93 495.09
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Tabic 4.23: Top 40 TAZs by School Accessibility bides
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Rank TAZ Scbooi
Accessibility
Indes
Cwnulatâe 
sum of 
Index
I 470 87.83 87.83
2 471 82.01 169.84
3 233 30.76 200.60
4 181 29.67 230.27
5 301 22-17 252.44
6 315 20.03 272.47
7 358 20.00 292.47
8 454 16.58 309.05
9 437 13.50 322J5
10 264 12.61 335.16
11 237 12.08 347.24
12 452 11.87 359.11
13 429 10.68 369.79
14 428 9.88 379.66
IS 503 8.17 387.83
16 243 7.49 395J3
17 221 7.41 402.73
18 157 7.09 409.82
19 400 7.09 416.91
20 105 6.97 423.88
21 479 0 .7 6 430.64
22 474 6.51 437.15
23 350 6.46 443.6:
24 334 6.41 450.03
25 266 6.41 456.44
26 223 6.39 462.84
27 373 6J1 469.14
28 207 6.10 475.25
29 238 5.91 481.16
30 245 5.85 487.01
31 509 5.83 492.84
32 260 5.73 498.57
33 356 5.69 504.26
34 259 5.52 509.77
35 256 5.48 515.25
36 116 5.15 520.40
37 252 4.99 525.39
38 132 4.91 530.30
39 704 4.75 535.05
40 495 4.46 539.51
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Table 4^4: Top 40 TAZs by Nccwock Acccaribility bdcs
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Raak TAZ Network
Acecnbdcs
Comalathe 
Swmef lades
I 276 1.000 1.000
2 273 1.000 2.000
3 265 1.000 3.000
4 267 1.000 4.001
5 293 1.000 5.001
6 308 LOQO 6jQ01
7 316 1.000 7 ^ 2
8 184 1.000 8.002
9 311 1.000 9.002
10 490 1.000 10.002
11 259 1.000 11.003
12 355 1.000 12.003
13 303 1.000 13.003
14 272 1.000 14.003
15 400 1.000 15.003
16 432 1.000 16.003
17 304 1.000 17.003
18 433 1.000 18.004
19 474 1.000 19.004
20 333 1.000 20.004
21 269 1.000 21.004
22 425 1.000 22.004
23 305 1.000 23.004
24 271 1.000 24.004
25 233 1.000 25.004
26 221 1.000 26.004
27 307 1.000 27.004
28 180 1.000 28.004
29 657 1.000 29.004
30 306 1.000 30.004
31 449 1.000 31.004
32 470 1.000 32.004
33 318 1.000 33.004
34 287 1.000 34.004
35 391 1.000 35.004
36 266 1.000 36.004
37 162 1.000 37.004
38 288 1.000 38.004
39 309 1.000 39.004
40 284 1.000 40.004
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4.8.5 Correlation of individual accessibility indices with Combined Accessibility 
Index
Table 4.25 compares the accessibilities by trip productions and trip attractions. Table 
4.26 lists the aggregate indices and shows the sum totals o f accessibility indices for each o f 
the aggregate indices.
Table 4.25:Comparison of Productions and Attractions Accessibilties for
the entire study area
S.No Accessibility Measure Sum total for ail 
TAZs 
Productions Indices
Sum total for all 
TAZs 
.Attractions Indices
I Home Based Work Productions bidex 604.26 61126
2 Home Based School Productions Index 601.84 627.61
3 Home Based Shop Productions Index 613.84 606.74
4 Home Based Other Productions Index 613.10 628.21
5 Aggregate Trip Productions hidex 606.96 619.33
Table 4.26: Sum total of Aggregate Indices for the whole study area
S.No Accessibility Measure Sum total tor all 
TAZs
I Aggregate Home Based Work Trips bdex 6t>8;6
2 Aggregate Home Based School Trips Index 626.34
3 Aggregate Home Based Shop Trips Index 610.29
4 Aggregate Home Based Other Trips bdex 620 86
5 Aggregate Non-Home Based Trips bdex ('10.18
6 Combined AccessibiliQr Index 613.14
It can be seen that all the totals lie between 600 to 627 with the combined accessibility index 
lying in the range o f the mean o f the others. The individual accessibilities seem to correlate 
well with the combined accessibility index, even though this can be ascertained only after
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rigorous statistical tests. The aim o f this thesis was to arrive at one number that reasonably 
captures all the parameters o f trip making. Since the combined accessibility index is a 
measure o f the mean accessibilities for trip  making by dif&rent trip purposes, the index is a 
good measure o f a study area’s accessibility. This measure can therefore be used along with 
another explanatory demographic variable such as population to assess the u tility  o f planned 
changes to a network. For the Las Vegas study area two alternatives were studied. The 
results are discussed next.
4.9 Alternatives Analysis
The base year network was changed to incorporate new ramps to the freeway 
network. The accessibility model was employed to assess changes in accessibility due to 
addition o f new on and o ff ramps. Two scenarios were studied. In the first case, an existing 
interchange at the intersection o f Spring Mountain Road, an arterial and the freeway I-15 
was converted from a partial interchange to a fu ll interchange. In the second case, a new 
fWlinterchange was introduced at the intersection o f an arterial called Windmill lane and I-IS . 
Changes in accessibility were then calculated.
Case 1: Spring Mountain Road and I>1S Interchange
Tables 4.27 and 4.28 show the top 40 TAZs with thefr population and combined accessibility 
indices respectively. Tables 4.18 and 4.19 show the corresponding tables for the base 
network case. The total number o f TAZs lying in the accessible region remained the same for 
both the base network and the changed network. The Combined accessibility index increased 
only marginally from 613.145 to 613.178. The population accessibility index totals also 
registered only a marginal increase.
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Table 4.27: Top 40 TAZi by PopoladomAeeeariblIky Index
Case 1 : Addition of tamps at Spring Monmain Road liueidiange
Rank TAZ Population
Accessibility
b d et
Cwmnlative 
mm of 
bdcz
I 204 15.86 15.86
Z 358 13.05 28.91
3 452 10.85 39.75
4 260 10.43 50.19
5 259 9.88 60.06
6 240 9.55 69.61
7 237 9.14 78.75
8 425 9.03 87.79
9 247 8.80 96.58
10 350 8.68 105J6
11 352 8.51 113.78
\Z 318 8JI 122.08
13 180 8.08 130.17
14 208 7.74 137.91
15 206 7.73 145.63
16 250 7.71 153J5
17 349 7.70 161.04
18 253 6.83 167.87
19 591 6.54 174.41
20 156 6.25 180.66
21 256 6.12 186.78
22 433 6.11 192.89
23 201 6.U0 198.89
24 130 5.*.»S 204.87
25 252 5 ‘.'3 210.80
26 207 585 216.64
27 245 5.08 222.32
28 509 5.64 227.96
29 241 5.60 233.55
30 104 5.59 239.14
31 181 5.54 244.68
32 472 5.40 250.07
33 315 5.39 255.46
34 239 5.29 260.75
35 267 5.29 266.05
36 357 5.21 271.26
37 369 508 276.34
38 386 496 28 U 9
39 251 4 94 286.24
40 232 4 77 291.01
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Table 4.28: Top 40 TAZs by CooUiiueil Aceeeibility Hidex
Case I : Addition of ramps at Spring M nm itaiii Bnad in t^ fchangg
Rank TAZ Population
Acccssibflity
Index
Cuaudativc 
sum of 
Index
49 18.82 18.82
471 9.73 28.55
3 470 9.29 37.83
4 358 9.23 47.06
5 318 8.96 56.02
6 260 8.79 64.81
7 493 8.72 73.53
319 8.43 81.96
9 428 8J6 90
10 268 8.11 98J3
11 275 8.03 106.36
12 357 7.88 114.24
13 369 7.38 121.62
14 429 6.64 128.26
15 264 6.43 134.69
16 204 6.29 140.99
17 276 6.08 147.07
18 472 6.07 153.13
19 296 6.06 159.19
20 492 6.04 165.23
21 343 5.91 171.14
22 327 5.86 177.00
23 267 5.83 182.83
24 359 5.77 188.60
25 130 5.76 194.36
26 259 5.75 200.11
27 271 5.69 205.80
28 282 5.68 211.48
29 474 5.63 217.11
30 323 5.57 222.68
31 457 5.15 227.83
32 415 5.12 232.95
33 161 5.10 238.05
34 425 5.09 243.14
35 315 4.97 248.11
36 365 4.77 252.87
37 373 4.67 257.54
38 206 4.51 262.05
39 350 4.42 266.47
40 181 4.36 270.83
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Case 2: Introduction o f an Interchange a t I-LS and W indm ill
Tables 4.29 and 4.30 summarize the top 40 TAZs in this case. It was found that the 
distribution o f the accessibility did not change at all when compared to the base year, but the 
combined accessibility index roistered a change o f about 1.42 from 613.15 to 614.57. The 
corresponding population accessibility index changed from 602.8 to 605 registering an 
increase o f about 2.2.
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Tabk4.29: Top 40 TAZs by PopulatiM AcccsabOity bulcx
Case 2: Addition of a fnlllaieRbange at Windmill Lane
Rank TAZ Pmpulatien
Accesribilhy
bdcz
Ccmnbtbe
samef
bdcz
204 16.01 16.01
358 13.05 29.06
452 10.85 39.91
4 260 10.43 5054
5 259 9.88 6052
6 240 9.55 69.77
7 237 9.14 78.91
425 9.03 87.94
247 8.80 96.74
10 350 8.68 105.42
11 352 8.51 113.93
12 318 8.31 122.24
13 180 8.08 130.32
14 208 7.74 138.07
15 206 7.73 145.79
16 250 7.71 153.51
17 349 7.70 161.20
18 253 6.83 168.03
19 591 6.54 174.57
20 156 6.25 180.82
21 256 6.12 186.94
22 433 6.11 193.05
23 201 6.00 199.05
24 130 5.98 205.('2
25 252 5.93 2lO.‘.'5
26 207 5.85 216.SO
27 245 5.68 222.4X
28 509 5.64 228.11
29 241 5.60 233.71
30 104 5.59 239.30
31 181 5.54 244.84
32 472 5.40 250.23
33 315 5.39 255.62
34 626 5.35 260.97
35 239 5.29 266.26
36 267 5.29 271.56
37 357 5.21 276.77
38 369 5.08 281.85
39 386 4.96 286.80
40 251 4.94 291.75
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Table 4 JO: Top 40 TAZs by Combieed Accessibility bsdez
Case 2: Addiiioa of a bill loieidiaiige at Windiiull Law
Rank TAZ Popelatioo
Accessibility
bsdez
CoM lative
M O f
bsdez
491 18.82 18.82
471 9.73 28.55
3 470 959 37.83
4 358 9.23 47.06
5 318 8.96 56.02
6 260 8.79 64.81
7 493 8.72 73.53
319 8.43 8L96
428 856 9052
10 268 8.11 9853
11 275 8.03 106.36
12 357 7.88 114.24
13 369 758 121.62
14 429 6.64 12856
15 264 6.43 134.69
16 204 659 140.99
17 276 6.08 147.07
18 472 6.07 153.13
19 296 6.06 159.19
20 492 6.04 16553
21 343 5.91 171.14
22 327 5.86 177.00
23 267 5.83 182.83
24 359 5.77 188.60
25 130 5.76 194.36
26 259 5.75 200.11
27 271 5.69 205.80
28 282 5.68 211.48
29 474 5.63 217.11
30 323 5.57 222.68
31 457 5.15 227.83
32 415 5.12 232.95
33 161 5.10 238.05
34 425 5.09 243.14
35 315 4.97 248.11
36 365 4.77 252.87
37 373 4.67 257.54
38 206 4.51 262.05
39 350 4.42 266.47
40 181 4.36 270.83
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4.9.1 Comparative study
A synopsis o f the findings are tabulated table 4.31 
Table 4.31: Comparative study o f interchange u tility
Accessibility Index Base
Network
Base Network ̂ Spring 
Mountain Interchange
Base Network + 
W indmill Interchange
Combined 
Accessibility Index 613.15 613.18 614.57
Population Index 602.76 602.88 605.00
The above table shows that the model is sensitive to network changes, but since the 
TRANPLAN step was not performed, the volume to capacity ratios the changed conditions 
ratios were still considered the same. Thus, the Spring Mountain interchange does not seem 
useful as compared to the W indmill interchange. This may be due to the presence o f the 
Flamingo Interchange located just ha lf a mile away. Three minute driving distances from the 
Flamingo interchange almost cover the range o f the Spring Mountain Interchange, thus 
eating away the "market”  for the Spring Mountain Interchange. There is some advantage 
adding a fu ll interchange at W indmill lane which reflects a change in combined accessibility 
o f 1.42. This implies that one more average TAZ is added to the accessible region. This 
implies that 1.42 additional trips are made accessible for every 1000 trips made in the valley. 
Considering that the valley attracts four m illion person trips per day, this translates to 5,600 
additional accessible trips. The population accessibility index also increased by 2.2 which 
implies that more than one averse TAZ is now added to the accessible region. The above 
procedure can be refined and applied to perform a more detailed analysis, taking to account 
factors such as the costs involved, the consumer’s surplus etc..
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CHARTERS 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter contains a brie f summary o f work documented in this thesis. 
Recommendations for further study have also been presented.
5.1 Summary
The primary contribution this thesis is the devdopment o f a methodology to quantify 
accessibility from a network point o f view and use this measure as a decision support tool 
for urban transportation planning analysis. A  systems approach has been developed with the 
use o f existing methods and analytical methods developed the research.
The procedure developed imegrates the 4 step planning process along with a GIS 
program called Arc/Info. A menu driven system has been developed order to facilitate 
analysis and computation o f accessibility measures fo r a urban transportation system. The 
results are graphically displayed as per user requirements addition to tabular outputs. The 
results obtained can be used to support policy analysis, decision making, planning and 
operations management. An illustration o f application o f the methodology and programs for 
the Las Vegas study area is also presented.
152
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5.2 Recommendations
The system developed allows model linkage, quantitative analysis and graphical 
presentation o f results. It is a macroscopic tool and can be made more useful by addition o f 
microscopic level analysis. These would help in better quantification o f travel demand 
characteristics and hence better decision making capabilities.
In terms o f the Las Vegas Valley study area, problems such as geo-reference 
matching o f coverages have to be attended to. The TRAIVPLAN and the street center line 
coverages do not exactly match. Another coverage that can be used is the parcel land use 
coverage. This coverage too does not match with the street center line coverage. Some o f 
these problems are being addressed currently. In the analysis o f the alternatives, it was seen 
that the model was sensitive to changes in the network, but the lack o f an interface with the 
TRANPLAN output made the results approximate. It is therefore recommended that the 
outputs from the TRANPLAN be integrated in to the street network coverage.
Another important consideration is that the trip generation modd used is not sensitive 
to automobile ownership. The present model is being revised currently to include automobile 
ownership as a stage o f the planning process itself. Thus, chaises in the transportation 
system would mean a new number o f accessible automobiles which would reflect trip 
generation and therefore in the accessibility measures developed. It should be noted that it 
is essential to have a good transportation demand model for the analysis this thesis to be 
effective.
It was also seen that intersection delays were not considered in the implementation 
scheme. The program can be modified to include intersection delays as described in section 
3.4 o f the methodology. Turning impedances can be coded differently so that the effect o f
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permitted and protected movements may be correctly accounted for. Another extension 
would be to create impedances based on direction o f movement on the streets. The 
implementation scheme did not consider the effect o f multiple lanes in a link. This issue 
could also be included in the model so that it can estimate changes in accessibility in a shared 
lane configuration (where the directionality o f movement is changed during peak period and 
o ff peak period times).
The methodology can be implemented and extended to other components o f the 
transportation system such as tail accessibilities, transit accessibilities etc,, so that a complete 
model that can estimate the u tility  o f various modes may be developed.
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L is t o f notations used
A(P)ij = Production Accessibility index fo r TAZ J for trip  purpose i. 
a*uTo “  Regression Coefficient (trip  rate for AUTO)
ÂUTo _ Auto-ownership index fo r the study area
Ac; = Accessibility o f zone i to opportunities in zones j=  l,....,n .
â Hi = Regression Coefficient (trip  rate for HHI)
A™  = Household Income Accessibility index for the study area 
Shhs = Regression Coefficient (trip  rate for HHS)
A™  ̂= Household Size Accessibility index for the study area 
A *^  = Hotel employment accessibility index
Size Accessibility index fo r TAZ I 
atj = Buffered area o f the accessible portion o f arc j  
Aj = Total trips attracted to zone j  
A ij = Total Area o f TAZ j
a  ̂,bu =Trip making characteristics associated with each demographic variable k for trip 
purpose i
A °^  = Office employment accessibility index 
A "^  = Retail employment accessibility index
155
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AUTO; = Average Automobile ownership fo r TAZ i
c = Capacity o f the link
CAI = Combined Accessibility Index
C|j = Cost o f travel from zone i to j
d = average vehicle delay
di = Non-random delay term
dz = Overflow delay term
EAI= Employment accessibility index
Fjj = Friction factor between traffic analysis zones i and j
g = green time per cycle
h = green time / cycle length ratio
HHI = Average Household Income
HHI; = Average Household Income for TAZ i
HHS = Average Household Size
HHS; = Average Household size fo r TAZ i
j=TAZ number
k = Subscript o f relevant demographic or socio-economic variables for TAZ j  (k  =
l,2...,m )
kg = A variable parameter derived by calibrating the steady-state expression in random 
delay computation
Kg = Socio-economic adjustmem foctor fo r interchange ij
1 = Total number o f trip purposes
Ij -  Length o f the accessible portion o f arc j
Lj = Total Length o f arc j
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n = number o f zones the study area
P; = Total trips produced from zone i
P r, = Proportion o f activities that have been passed up to time t
RAI = Residential accessibility index for the study area
q= Fundamental ratio for TAZ i
Sf = Free flow  speed
Sy= Travel speed corresponding to a volume o f traffic o f v 
t = Specific time ordinate.
T(A)ij =Trip attractions for TAZ j  by trip  purpose i.
T(P)ij =Trip productions for TAZ j  by trip  purpose i = l,2....1.
T i = Duration o f flow period in hours
Tjj = Number o f trips produced zone i and attracted to zone j
t~  = Mean travel time to reach activity centers
V = Volume o f traffic on the link
Wj = Measure o f attractiveness o f zone j
X = volume to capacity ratio
Xo = Degree o f saturation below which the overflow term (or random delay) is zero 
X|g =Measure o f Relevant demographic or socio-economic variable k for TAZ j
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Appendix 2 
A M L Program
/*  Module 1 : Visualization o f primary and secondary streets and 
I*  extraction o f the sub-network o f roads and streets.
&Sv method = [getchoice cursor street jdatabase none -prom pt-
"Please indicate the preferred method o f extracting the subnetwork"] 
&select %method%
&when cursor 
&goto method 1 
&when street_database 
&goto methodZ 
&when none 
&retum 
&End
&label method 1 
&end
& if [exists new -cover] &then 
k ill new all 
create new 
ae
&station 9999 
editcover fonction 
editfoature arc 
draworder backcover last 
backcoverfoncl 13 
backcover fonc2 9 
backcover fonc3 S 
backcover new 2 
be arcs 
drawselect all
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de arcs 
draw
setdrawsymbol 7 
&SV i = 0
&SV answer = TRUE.
&do &  While %answer%
&Sv i = %i% +■ I 
&popup first prompt 8 50 3 2 
sel *
&s number -  [show number selected]
& if %numbei% = 0 &then &do 
&popup second prompt 8 50 3 2
&SV i = % i%  ~ I
&goto 10 
&end
&£lse &do 
statistics foncjclass 
n
sum length 
end
&s num = [show case 1] 
statistics street, name 
n
sum funcjClass 
end
& SV  road%i% = [show case I] 
sel fbncjclass = %num%
& if %i% = I &then 
put new 
&else &do 
put new
y
&end 
&label 10 
&End
& SV  num = [getchoice YES NO -prompt -
do you want to  select another street? yesjno ] 
& if %num% = YES &then &sv answer = TRUE. 
&Else & SV  answer =  .FALSE.
&end
clear
draw
&popup prompt3.pro 
QUIT
&goto controll
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&labei method!
&end
& if [exists new -cover] &then 
k ill new all 
create new 
ae
&station 9999 
editcover function 
editfeature arc 
draworder backcover last 
backcover fund 13 
backcover func2 9 
backcover func3 5 
backcover new 2 
be arcs 
drawselect all 
de arcs 
draw
setdrawsymbol 7 
& svi = 0
&sv answer = .TRUE.
&do &  While %answer%
&sv fun = [getfile *.sup -info -noext -
"Please select the functional class' -none]
&if% fun%  = " " &then &goto 30 
& if %fim% = /trc/rtc/access/infi)!arc!freeways &then 
sel funcjClass It 200
& if %fiin% = /trc/rtc/access/info!arc!principal_arterials &then 
sel funcjclass gt 200 and funcjclass It 300 
&if% fun%  -  /trc/rtc/access/infolarclminorjarterials &then 
sel funcjClass gt 300 and fUncjClass It 400 
& SV  i = % i%  + 1
& SV  road%i% = [getunique %fün%.sup -info street name -  
"Please select a street name* -none]
&Sv foci = [unquote [value road%i%]]
& if [value road%i%] = ' ' &Then &sv i = % i%  - 1 
&else &do
& if% :%  = 1 &then &do 
resel street.name Ik [quote %foci%] 
put new 
&end 
&else &do
resel street name Ik [quote %foci%] 
put new
y
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&End 
&end 
&labei 30
&SV num = [getchoice YES NO -prompt -
do you want to select another street? yes|no"]
& if %num% = YES &then &sv answer = TRUE.
&Else &SV answer = .FALSE.
&end
clear
draw
&popup prompts .pro 8 50 3 2 
QUIT
/*  Module 2 ; Allocation and subsequent methods o f extracting the 
/*  accessible service area.
&label control!
& SV  anal = [getchoice arc buffer polygon -prompt ~ 
choose type o f analysis']
& SV  imperk = [getchoice 1 2 3 4 5 -prompt -  
Select maximum impedance ]
&Sv conges = [getchoice .1 .2 .3 .4.5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 -  
-prompt select the v/c ratio' -none]
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/newb -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/newb all 
copy new newb 
display 0
/*  This step is to verify that freeways are selected or not
/*  Whenever freeways are selected, I  w ill proceed to extract ramps instead
&label 100
& SV index =  2
& svj = 0
&do nc = 1 &T0 % i%  &BY 1 
&SV &ci = [unquote [value road%nc%]]
&SELECT [UPCASE [quote % &ci% ]]
&whenT215'
&goto 106 
&whenT 15'
&goto 101 
&WHENXJS95'
&GOTO 102 
&when 'SUMMERLIN*
&goto 103 
^OTHERWISE
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&goto 104 
&end 
&LABEL 101 
&END
/*  The index is set in order that [  know later on that freeways exist 
/*  in the sub-network, 
ae
editc new 
editf arc
sei street name Ik '1 15*'
delete
save all
y
quit
&sv index = 1
&Sv%j»/o = % j% + l
&sv road%nc% = "RAMP * I IS *'
&SV ramp%j% = "RAMP*! 15*'
&sv i = %i% + 1 
& S vj = % j%+ 1
/*  Ramp connectors should be added in order that airport connectors are 
/*  taken in to account 
&SV road®/oi% = 'RAMP*CONN*'
&Sv ramp%j% ^RAM P*CONN*'
&GOTO 104 
&LABEL 102 
&END 
ae
editc new 
editf arc
sel street name Ik US*95*'
delete
save all
y
quit
& SV  index = 1 
& S v j*% j% + l
&SV road%NC% = *RAMP*US*95*'
&Sv ramp%j% = 'RAMP*US*95*'
&GOTÔ 104 
&label 103 
&end 
ae
editc new 
editf arc
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sel street name Ik 'SUMMERLIN*'
delete
save all
y
quit
&sv index = I 
& S vj = % j% + 1
&Sv road%nc% = RAMP*SUM*'
& SV  ramp%j% = *RAMP*SUM*'
&goto 104 
&label 106 
&end 
ae
editc new 
ed itf arc
sel streetname Ik 1215*'
delete
save all
y
quit
& SV  index = 1 
& S vj= % j» /o+ l
&SV road%NC% = 'RAMP*I215*'
&Sv ramp%j% = 'RAMP*I215*'
&GOTO 104 
&LABEL 104 
&END
/* This is the second verification that all indeed is in order 
&do nc = 1 & to %i%  &by I 
&typc% i%
&type road%nc% = [value road%nc%]
&end
&works /trc/rtc/access
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/street -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/street all 
copy streetl street 
&select %conges%
&when ' ’
&goto iva 
^otherwise 
&end 
tables
sel streetaat
calcto_max_imped = to_max_imped * ( (  1 + %conges% * %conges% * %conges%~
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* %conges% * 0.15 ) /  0.8 )
calcfro_max_imped = fro_max__imped* ( (  1 + %conges% ♦ %conges% * %conges%~
* %conges% *0 .1 5 ) /0 .8 )  
quit
&goto ivan
&label iva 
&end
&label ivan
/* routine for allocation.
/*  This is where the index comes to use 
&select %index%
&when 1 
&goto 200 
&otherwise 
&goto 210 
&end
/* when index is 1 that means freeways are present
&label 200
&end
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/ramps -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/ramps all 
ae
editcover street 
editfeature arc 
&Sv k = 1
&Sv faci = [unquote [value ramp%k%]] 
select street name Ik [upcase [quote %faci%]] 
put ramps
&do k = 2 &to % j%  &by 1 
&Sv faci = [unquote [value ramp%k%]] 
select street name Ik [upcase [quote %Aci%]] 
put ramps
y
&End 
save all
y
[unquote ' *] 
quit
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/blue -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/blue a ll 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/bluel -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/blue 1 a ll
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densifyarc ramps blue 10000000 arc
nodepoint blue bluel
tables
additem blue I .pat index item 4 5b 
sel bluel.pat 
calc index item = 19 
q stop
pointnode bluel freecover 100 
build freecover node
& if [exists /trc/Ttc/access/cpoints -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/rpoints all 
nodepoint freecover rpoints 
pointnode rpoints street 100 
&goto 211
&label 210 
&end 
&label211 
ae
editcover new 
editfeature arc 
sel all
& SV numb = [show number selected]
& if %numb% eq 0 &then &do 
quit
&goto 1000
&end
quit
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/newl -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/newl a ll 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/new2 -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/new2 all 
densifyarc new newl 1000000 arc 
nodepoint newl new2 
tables
additem new2.pat indexjium  4 5b 
sel new2.pat 
calc indexjnum = 10 
q stop
pointnode new2 street 100
&label 1000 
tables
additem street nat old street-id 4 5b
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sel street nat
calc old_street-id = street-id 
calc street-id = street# 
q stop
display 0 
ap
clearsel
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/street.cen -info] &then 
&s X = [delete /trc/rtc/access/streetcen -info]
& if [iteminfo street -node index item -exists] &then &do 
& if [iteminfo street -node index num -exists] &then &do 
resel street node index num = 10 or index item = 19 
infofile street node street, cen street-id 
&end 
&else &do 
resel street node index item = 19 
infofile street node street.cen street-id 
clearsel 
&end 
&end 
&else &do
resel street node index num = 10 
infofile street node street cen street-id 
&end 
quit
tables
additem street cen route jd  4 S b 
additem street cen maxjmped 4 5b 
select street.cen
calc route jd  = 1
calc maxjmped = %impedx% * 60 
q stop
ap
clearsel
/*  allocation stage
netcover clear
netcover street firom_acs
impedance fi’om axim ped fi'0_maxjmped
centers street.cen route jd  maxjmped
allocate centers out connected
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clearsel
quit
I*  conversion o f allocated sub-coverage in to main coverage 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/fromacs -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/fromacs all 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/toacs -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/toacs all
sectionarc street fromjacs fromacs 
build fromacs line
dropfeatures street sectionfromacs 
ap
netcover clear
netcover street to_acs
impedance tomaximped to_max_imped
centers street cen ro u te jd  maxjmped
allocate centers in connected
quit
sectionarc street to  acs toacs 
build toacs line
dropfeatures street section tojacs
/* Now three types o f analysis can be performed.
&select %anal%
&when arc 
&goto 300 
&when buffer 
&goto 400 
&otherwise 
&goto 500 
&end
&label 300 
&end
/* Creation o f intersect covers for both from and to covers 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/taz_from -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/taz_from all 
intersect fromacs tazl990 tazjfrom  line 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/tazjo -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/taz JO all 
intersect toacs tazl990 taz to line
/*
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/*  Creation o f label covers for each o f the from and to access covers 
/*  This method can be used to demarcate boundary arcs 
/♦  ------------------
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/from lefr -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/from_left all 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/from_right -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/frora_right all 
arclabel taz_from from lefr left IS taz 
arclabel taz from from right r i ^  IS taz 
build fro m je ft labels 
build from_right labels
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/tojeft -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/toJeft all 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/to_right -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/to_right all 
arclabel tazjto  to je ft left IS taz 
arclabel tazjto  to_right right 15 taz 
build to je ft labels 
build to_right labels
/*  A ll these point covers are now intersected w ith the TAZ cover 
/*  so that the labels and hence the arcs in the taz_from or taz_To 
/*  covers are correctly indexed with reference to the zones they 
/*  really belong to.
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/from_r -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/from j all 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/from j -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/fromJ all 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/toj -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/toJ all 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/to_r -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/toj all 
intersect to je ft tazl990 to j point 
intersect to jig h t tazl990 to j  point 
intersect fro m je ft tazl990 fro m j point 
intersect from jig fa t tazl990 fio m j point
/*  Please note that arcs are represented by intemaUf in the 
/*  arc intersect covers. These numbers are replicated in the 
/*  label covers that are generated. Hence the in itia l internal 
/*  numbers represent the arc internal numbers in the AAT table.
/*  In this step I  w ill index these as a reino so that I  can use 
/*  this number fo r a joinitem later on. The real le ftjtaz
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/*  and right taz numbers for each o f the arcs is also demarcated
additem toJ.pat to j.p a t le ftja z  4 5b 
additem to j.p a t to j.p a t relno 4 5b 
additem to j.p a t to j.p a t rightJaz 4 5b 
additem to jp a t to j.p a t relno 4 5b 
additem from j.pat fro m jp a t le ftjtaz 4 5b 
additem from j.pat from j.pat relno 4 5b 
additem from j.pa t from j.pa t rig h tja z  4 5b 
additem from j.pa t from j.pa t relno 4 5b 
additem taz to.aat taz to.aat relno 4 5b 
additem tazfrom aat taz_from.aat relno 4 5b
/* Calculation o f the relno is also done for the taz_intersect 
/* covers instead o f altering the internal numbers 
/* Simultaneously sorting by relno would help in joinitem later on
tables
sel taz from aat 
calc relno = taz_from# 
sort relno 
sel
sel tazjo.aat 
calc relno = taz jo #  
sort relno 
sel
sel to j.p a t 
calc le ft Jaz = taz 
calc relno = toJefl#  
sort relno 
sel
sel to j.p a t
calc right jta z  = taz
calc relno = to jig h #
sort relno
sel
sel fro m jp a t 
calc left ja z  = taz 
calc relno = from jeft#  
sort relno 
sel
sel from j.pa t 
calc right Jtaz -  taz 
calc relno = from jright# 
sort relno
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q stop
/* An indexitem greatly increases the speed o f a relate
indexitem tazjto.aat relno 
indexitem taz_fronLaat relno 
indexitem to j pat relno 
indexitem to j.p a t relno 
indexitem fro m j pat relno 
indexitem from j.pa t relno
/*  now all the labels are returned to the origin arc covers
/*  for an examination o f boundary arcs
joinitem taz to.aat t o j pat tazjo.aat relno taz linear
joinitem tazjo.aat to j.p a t tazjo.aat relno taz linear
joinitem taz_from.aat from j.pat taz_from.aat relno taz linear
joinitem taz fromaat from j.pa t taz from aat relno taz linear
additem taz fromaat taz_from.aat lenl 8 18 f  6
additem taz fromaat taz_fromaat len2 8 18 f  6
additem tazjo.aat tazjo.aat lenl 8 18 f  6
additem taz to.aat tazjo.aat len l 8 18 f  6
tables
sel taz_from.aat
/*  This is for those arcs that lie on the boundary o f the valley
/*  these arcs can be allocated only to one taz fo r there exists
/*  no two tazs that can share these arcs
resel lefr ja z  eq 0 or right Jaz eq 0
calc left Jaz = taz
calc right Jaz -  taz
asel
resel left ja z  = right Jaz 
calc lenl = length 
asel
resel left ja z  ne right ja z  
calc lenl = length 
calc len2 = length 
sel
sel tazjo.aat
resel left ja z  eq 0 or right Jaz eq 0 
calc left Jaz = taz 
calc right Jaz -  taz 
asel
resel left ja z  = right ja z  
calc lenl = length
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asel
resel le ftjtaz ne righ tjaz 
calc lenl = length 
calc len2 = length 
sel
q stop
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/fromleft.sum -info] &then 
&s X = [delete /trc/rtc/access/fromleft.sum -info]
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/toleft.sum -info] &then 
& sx = [delete /trc/rtc/access/toleftsum -info]
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/fi’omright.sum -info] &then 
& sx = [delete /trc/rtc/access/firomrightsum -info]
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/toright.sum -info] &then 
&s X -  [delete /trc/rtc/access/torightsum -info]
& if [iteminfo /trc/rtc/access/froml.sum -info sum-leni -exists] &then 
dropitem /trc/rtc/access/ftoml.sum froml.sum sum-lenl 
& if [iteminfo /trc/rtc/access/ftoml.sum -info sum-len2 -exists] &then 
dropitem /trc/rtc/access/ftoml.sum froml.sum sum-len2 
& if [iteminfo /trc/rtc/access/to 1 sum -info sum-lenl -exists] &then 
dropitem /trc/rtc/access/to 1.sum to I.sum sum-lenl 
& if [iteminfo /trc/rtc/access/to 1.sum -info sum-len2 -exists] &then 
dropitem /trc/rtc/access/to 1 sum to I sum sum-len2 
& if [iteminfo /trc/rtc/access/toI.sum -info 12 -exists] &then 
dropitem /trc/rtc/access/to 1.sum to I.sum 12 
& if [iteminfo /trc/rtc/access/froml sum -info 11 -exists] &then 
dropitem /trc/rtc/access/froml.sum froml.sum 11
/* can now find sum o f lengths o f all allocated arcs 
ap
clearsel
sort taz_from arc le ftjtaz
statistics taz_from arc left ja z  fromleftsum
sum lenl
end
clearsel
sort clear tu_from  arc
sort tazjfrom  arc right jta z
statistics taz_from arc right jta z  from iightsum
sumlen2
end
sort clear taz_from arc 
clearsel
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sort ta z jo  arc le ftjta z
statistics tazto arc le ftja z  toleftsum
sum lenl
end
clearsel
sort clear taz to arc
statistics tazjto arc rig h tja z  toright.sum
sum len2
end
sort clear taz to arc 
quit
dropitem toleftsum  toleft.sum frequency 
dropitem torightsum torightsum frequency 
dropitem fromleft sum from left sum frequency 
dropitem fromrightsum fromrightsum frequency
/*  the left Jaz and rig h tja z  numbers are the real taz values. 
/*  these can therefore be alternately named
tables
sel fromleft sum
alter left taz left ja z  5 b taz
sort taz
sel
sel fromright sum
alter righ tjaz rig h tja z  S b taz
sort taz
sel
sel toleft.sum
alter left Jaz left ja z  5 b taz
sort taz
sel
sel toright sum
alter righ tjaz rig h tja z  5 b taz
sort taz
sel
q stop
indexitem froml.sum taz 
indexitem from left sum taz 
indexitem fromright sum taz 
indexitem toleftsum  taz 
indexitem toright sum taz 
indexitem tol.sum  taz
joinitem froml.sum from left sum froml.sum taz taz
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joinitem froml.sum fromrightsum froml.sum taz taz 
joinitem to l sum tolefr sum to 1 sum taz taz 
joinitem to l sum torightsum to I.sum taz taz 
tables
sel froml.sum
calc si = sum-lenl + sum-len2 
sel
sel tol.sum
calc s2 = sum-lenl + sum-len2 
sel
q stop
dropitem froml.sum froml.sum
sum-lenl
sum-len2
end
dropitem to 1 sum to 1 sum
sum-lenl
sum-len2
end
indexitem tazs.sum taz
& if [iteminfo tazssum -info ratio 1 -exists] &then 
dropitem tazs.sum tazs.sum ratio 1 
& if [iteminfo tazs sum -info ratio2 -exists] &then 
dropitem tazs.sum tazs.sum ratio2 
& if [iteminfo tazs.sum -info s i -exists] &then 
dropitem tazs.sum tazs.sum s i 
& if [iteminfo tazs sum -info s2 -exists] &then 
dropitem tazs.sum tazs sum s2 
/*  do a joinitem w ith tazs.sum-a file  that contains tazs and 
/*  sum o f all lengths
joinitem tazs.sum froml.sum tazs sum taz len 
joinitem tazs sum tol.sum  tazs sum taz len 
tables
additem tazssum ra tio l 8 18 fS
additem tazs sum ratio2 8 18 f  5
sel tazs.sum
resel len eq 0
calc ra tio l = - l
calc ratio2 =-1
asel
resel len gt 0 
calc ra tio l = s i / len 
calc ratio2 = s2/len 
q stop
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/resdat -info] &then
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&s X = [delete /trc/rtc/access/res.dat -info]
/*  traz.dat is an already prepared tripgen and tripatt table 
joinitem tazs.sum traz dat res.dat taz taz
&goto 560
&label 400 
&end
/*  In this case only bufter the arcs and perform an areal analysis 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/to -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/to all 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/from -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/from all 
buffer toacs to # # 200 # line 
buffer fromacs from # # 200 # line 
&goto 520
/*  end o f label 400 as o f now
&label 500
&end
/*  First we need to convert the whole arc coverage
/*  in to a tin coverage
tables
additem fromacsaat spot 4 5 f  1 
additem toacs.aat spot 4 5 f  1 
sel fromacs aat 
calc spot = 0.0 
sel
sel toacs.aat 
calc spot = 0.0 
q stop
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/tojdn -tin ] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/tojtin all 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/fromjdn -tin ] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/fromjtin all 
arctin toacs to jtin  line 
arctin fromacs from J in  line
/*  Now convert from a tin  to a polygon coverage 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/from -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/from all 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/to -cover] &then
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k ill /trc/rtc/access/to all 
tinarc to tin  to hull 
tinarc fro m jin  from hull 
build to poly 
build from poly 
&goto 520
&label 520
/*  Intersection with taz is a poly intersect
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/frompoly-cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/frompoly all 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/topoly -cover] &then 
k ill /trc/rtc/access/topoly all 
intersect from tazl990 frompoly poly 
intersect to tazl990 topoly poly 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/acces^from.sum -info] &then 
&s X = [delete /trc/rtc/access/fromsum -info] 
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/to.sum -info] &then 
& s x =  [delete /trc/rtc/access/to.sum -info]
ap
sort frompoly poly taz
statistics frompoly poly taz fromsum
sum area
end
sort clear frompoly poly 
sort topoly poly taz 
statistics topoly poly taz to.sum 
sum area 
end
sort clear topoly poly
quit
tables
additem fromsum s i 8 18 f  6 
sel from sum 
calc s i = sum-area 
qstop
dropitem ftom sum  fromsum
sum-area
frequency
end
tables
additem to.sum s2 8 18 f  6 
sel to.sum
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calc s2 = sum-area 
q stop
dropitem to.sum to.sum
sum-area
frequency
end
&goto 540 
&label 540
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/taz2.sum -info] &then 
&S x = [delete /trc/rtc/access/taz2.sum -info] 
indexitem tazl990.pat taz 
indexitem frontsum taz 
indexitem to.sum taz
joinitem  tazl990.pat from.sum taz2.sum taz taz90area 
joinitem  taz2.sum to.sum taz2.sum taz taz90area 
tables
additem taz2.sum ra tio l 8 18 f  8
additem taz2.sum rado2 8 18 f  8
sel taz2.sum
resel taz It 10
purge
y
asel
calc ratio I = s i /  area 
calc ratio2 - i l l  area 
sort taz 
q stop
dropitem taz2.sum taz2.sum
si
s2
end
& if [exists /trc/rtc/access/resdat -info] &then 
& sx  = [delete /trc/rtc/access/resdat -info] 
indexitem traz.dat taz 
indexitem tazZ.sum taz
joinitem  traz.dat taz2.sum res dat taz taz linear
&label 560 
& r resZ.aml 
& r final ami 
&retum
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/*  Module 3; Estimation o f indices for the various categories 
/*  res2.aml
I*  declaration o f variables already defined in traz dat
&sv prod I = PROD_HBW 
&sv prod2 = PRODHBSC 
&sv prod3 = PRODHBSH 
&sv prod4 = PROD HBO 
&sv prodS = PRODNHB 
&sv prod6 = TOT PROD 
&sv attl = ATT_HBW 
&sv att2 = ATTHBSC 
& SV  att3 = ATT_HBSH 
&Sv att4 = ATT_HBO 
& SV  attS = ATT_NHB 
& SV att6 = TO TATT 
& SV genl = population 
&Sv gen2 = hoteljemp 
&SV gen3 = tot_shop 
&Sv gen4 = to tjo ff 
&Sv gen5 = tot_Sch 
&Sv gen6 = totjdemo
/*  definition o f accessible trips for various trip purposes
&Svaprodl =acc_phbw
&SV aprod2 = acc_phbsc
& SV aprodS = acc_phbsh
&SV aprod4 = acc_phbo
& SV  aprodS = acc_pnhb
& SV  aprod6 = acc_ptot
&SV aattl = acc_ahbw
& SV aatt2 = accjahbsc
& SV aattS = acc_ahbsh
&sv aatt4 = accjahbo
& SV  aattS = acc_anhb
&SV aatt6 = acc_atot
&Sv agenl = accjpopulation
&Sv agen2 -  acc_hotel_Emp
&Sv agen3 = acc jto tjhop
&Sv agen4 = a cc jto tjo ff
&Sv agenS = acc_tot_Sch
&Sv agen6 = accjtotjdemo
/*  definition o f accessibility indicators
&SV pro_accl = hbw_p_ind
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& SV  pro_acc2 = hbsc_p_ind 
& SV  pro_acc3 = hbsh_p_ind 
& SV  pro_acc4 = hbo_p_ind 
&SV proaccS = nhb_p_ind 
& SV pro_acc6 = total_p_ind 
& SV att_accl = hbw_a_ind 
& SV att_acc2 = hbscjajnd 
& SV  att_acc3 = hbsh_a_ind 
& SV  att_acc4 = hbo_a_ind 
& SV  attaccS = nhb_a_ind 
& SV  att_acc6 = total_a_ind 
&Sv gen_Accl = population ind 
&Sv gen_Acc2 = hoteijndex 
&Sv gen_Acc3 = totjshopjndex 
&Sv gen_Acc4 = to tjffjn d e x  
& SV  gen_Acc5 = tot_Sch_index 
& SV  gen_Acc6 = tot_demo_index 
& SV  vpro_accl = vhbw_p_ind 
& SV  vpro_acc2 = vhbsc_p_ind 
& SV  vpro_acc3 = vhbsh_p_ind 
& SV  vpro_acc4 = vhbo_p_ind 
& SV  vpro_acc5 = vnhb_p_ind 
& SV  vpro_acc6 = vtotai_p_ind 
&svvatt_accl =vhbw_ajnd 
& SV  vatt_acc2 = vhbscjajnd 
& SV  vattjaccS = vhbsh_a_ind 
& SV  vatt_acc4 = vhbo_aJnd 
& SV  vatt_acc5 = vnhb_a_ind 
& SV  vattjacc6 = vtotal_aJnd 
&Sv vgen_Accl = vpopulation_ind 
&Sv vgen_Acc2 = vhoteljndex 
&Sv vgen_Acc3 = vtot_shop_indcx 
&Sv vgcn_Acc4 = vto tjo ffjn dcx 
& SV  vgen_Acc5 = vtotjSch_index 
& SV  vgen_Acc6 = vtotjdem ojndex 
& SV  purl = to tJibw  
& SV  pur2 = tot_hbsc 
&Sv pur3 = tot_hbsh 
& SV  pur4 = to tjib o  
&Sv pur5 = to tjih b  
& SV  pur6 = to tjd ltrip s  
& SV  vpurl = v to tjib w  
& SV  vpur2 = vtot_hbsc 
&Sv vpur3 = vtotJibsh 
& SV  vpur4 = v to tjib o
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&Sv vpurS = vtot_nhb
& SV  vpur6 = vtot_aIItrips
/*  routine to define all the indicators using tables
tables
&do i = 1 & to 6 &by 1 
additem res.dat [value aprod%i%] S S i 
additem res.dat [value aatt%i%] 6 6 i 
additem res.dat [value pro_acc%i%] 8 8 f  4 
additem res.dat [value att_acc%i%] 8 8 f  4 
additem res.dat [value agen%i%] 8 8 i 
additem res.dat [value gen_Acc%i%] 8 8 f  4 
additem res.dat [value vpro_acc%i%] 8 8 f4  
additem res dat [value vatt_acc%i%] 8 8 f  4 
additem res dat [value vgen_Acc%i%] 8 8 f  4 
additem res.dat [value pur%i%] 8 8 f  4 
additem res dat [value vpur%i%] 8 8 f  4 
&end 
sel res.dat
resel ratio 1 gt 0 or ratio2 gt 0
calc mean Ratio = ( ra tio l /  2 ) + ( ratio2 / 2 )
&do i = I & to 6 &by I
calc [value aprod%i%] = ratio l * [value prod%i%] 
calc [value aatt%i%] = ratio2 • [value att%i%] 
calc [value agen%i%] = mean ratio * [value gen%i%] 
&end 
quit 
ap
resel res.dat info ra tio l gt 0 or ratio2 gt 0 
&do i = 1 & to 6 &by 1 
statistics res dat info 
sum [value prod%i%] 
sum [value att%i%] 
sum [value gen%i%] 
sum [value aprod%i%] 
sum [value aatt%i%] 
sum [value agen%i%] 
end
[unquote ' ']
& SV  num_prod%i% = [show statistic 1 1]
& SV  num_att%i% = [show statistic 2 1]
& SV  num^en%i% = [show statistic 3 1]
& SV  num_aprod%i% = [show statistic 4 1]
& SV  num_aatt%i% = [show statistic S 1]
& SV  num_agen%i% = [show statistic 6 I ]
&end
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quit 
tables 
sel res.dat
resel ratio I gt 0 or ratioZ gt 0 
&do i = I & to 6 &by 1
calc [value pro_Acc%i%] = ( [value aprod%i%] /  [value num_aprod%i%] ) * 1000 
calc [value att_acc%i%] = ( [value aatt%i%] /  [value num_aatt%i%] ) * 1000 
calc [value gen_Acc%i%] = ( [value agen%i%] /  [value num_Agen%i%] ) • 1000 
calc [value pur%i%] = ( [value pro_Acc%i%] + [value att_Acc%i%] ) /  2 
calc [value vpro_Acc%i%] = ( [value aprod%i%] /  [value num_prod%i%] ) • 1000 
calc [value vatt_acc%i%] = ( [value aatt%i%] /  [value numjatt%i%] ) * 1000 
calc [value vgen_Acc%i%] = ( [value %en%i%] /  [value aum_gen%i%] ) * 1000 
calc [value vpui%i%] = ( [value vpro_Acc%i%] + [value vatt_Acc%i%] ) /  2 
&End 
quit
additem res.dat res.dat tazl 4 S b
tables
sel res.dat
calc tazl =  taz
quit
& if [exists tazIO -cover] &then 
k ill tazlO all 
copy taz1990 tazlO 
tables
sel tazlO.pat
alter taz taz S b tazl
quit
joinitem  tazlO.pat res.dat tazlO.pat tazl tazl linear 
tables
sel tazlO.pat
calc m eanjatio = ( ra tio l + ratio2 ) /  2 
quit
&retum
/*  Module 4; Development o f a query tool to access the database 
f*  Final.aml
/ * * « * * * * * « « « * * « « « * • « « « * * * « « * * « * * * * * * * * * * • « * * * « * « * * * * « * * * * « * * * * « « « * * « « * •
&sv sec ** .true.
&do Aw hile %sec% 
display 0
&Sv choicel -  [getchoice network facility valley_wide -prompt- 
'Select the model you wish to query]
ASelect %choicel%
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&when network 
&goto I 
&when facility 
&goto 2
&when valley_wide 
&goto 3 
&end
&label 1 
&end
/*  Here is the place the spatial u tility  index is to be described 
&svvar = ra tio l 
&goto control
Alabel 2 
&£nd
&Sv choice2 = [getchoice production attraction combined demographic -prompt- 
"Please select the type o f sub-model fo r presentation']
Aselect %choice2%
&when production 
&goto 21 
&when attraction 
&goto 22 
&when combined 
&goto 23
&when demographic 
Agoto 24 
Aend
Alabel 21 
Aend
Asv choice3 = [getchoice HBW HBSC HBSH HBO NHB TOTAL -prompt— 
'Select the category fo r presentation"]
Asv var = %choicc3%_pJnd 
Agoto control
Alabel 22 
Aend
Asv choice3 = [getchoice HBW HBSC HBSH HBO NHB TOTAL -prompt— 
Select the category fo r presentation*]
Asv var = %choice3%_a_ind 
Agoto control
Alabel 23
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&end
& SV  choices = [getchoice HBW HBSC HBSH HBO NHB ALLTRIPS -prompt- 
'Select the category for presentation']
& SV  var = tot_%choice3%
Agoto control
Alabel 24 
Aend
Asv choices = [getchoice Population Hotel Shops Office School A ll -prom pt- 
Select the category fo r presentation ]
Aselect %choice3%
Awhen Population 
ASv var = populationind 
Awhen Hotel 
Asv var = hotel_index 
Awhen Shops 
Asv var = tot_shop_index 
Awhen Office 
Asv var = totjoflHndex 
Awhen School 
Asv var = tot_sch_index 
Awhen A ll 
ASv var = tot_demo_index 
Aend
Agoto control
Alabel 3 
Aend
ASv choice2 = [getchoice production attraction combined demographic -prompt- 
Please select the type o f sub-model fo r presentation ]
Aselect %choice2%
Awhen production 
Agoto 21 
Awhen attraction 
Agoto 22 
Awhen combined 
Agoto 23
Awhen dernographic 
Agoto 24 
Aend
Alabel 21 
Aend
Asv choice3 = [getchoice HBW HBSC HBSH HBO NHB TOTAL -prompt—
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'Select the category fo r presentation'] 
&sv var = v%choice3%_p_ind 
Agoto control
Alabel 22 
Aend
Asv choices = [getchoice HBW HBSC HBSH HBO NHB TOTAL -prom pt- 
Select the category fo r presentation ]
Asv var = v%choice3%_a_ind 
Agoto control
Alabel 23 
Aend
Asv choices = [getchoice HBW HBSC HBSH HBO NHB ALLTRIPS -prompt- 
Select the category fo r presentation ]
Asv var = vtot_%choice3%
Agoto control
Alabel 24 
Aend
Asv choices = [getchoice Population Hotel Shops Office School A ll -prom pt- 
Select the category fo r presentation']
Aselect %choice3%
Awhen Population 
ASv var = vpopulationind 
Awhen Hotel 
Asv var = vhoteljndex 
Awhen Shops 
Asv var = vtotjshop Jndex 
Awhen Office 
Asv var = vtotjofl̂ index 
Awhen School 
Asv var = vtotjschJndex 
Awhen A ll 
ASv var = vtotjdemo_index 
Aend
Alabel control 
TABLES 
sel tazlO.pat 
resel taz gt 0 
sort %var% (d) 
calc rank = Srecno 
sort taz 
quit
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ae
editc tazlO 
ed itf poly 
sel % vai%  gt 0
&Sv numinter = [show number selected]
sel all
quit
& SV  choice4 = [getchoice 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 60 70 100 -prompt 
'Select percentile]
& SV  inter_sizl = %numinter% * ( %choice4% / 100 )
& SV  inter_size = [round % inter_sizl% ] 
ap
display 9999
Apopup prompts.pro 8 50 3 2
mape poly tazlO
linecolor green
arcs function
linecolor yellow
arcs toacs
linecolor red
arcs tazIO
Asv quer = true.
ASv i =1
Ado Awhile %quer% 
clearsel
Asv j  = ( %i%  - 1 ) * %inter_size%
ASv k = %i% *  % in te rjs iz^
Asv c = [getsymbol -shade -range 1-25 -prom pt- 
Select the shade colours fo r the interval*] 
mape poly tazlO
resel tazlO poly rank gt %j% and rank le %k% 
polygonshades tazlO %c%
Asv quer -  [getchoice yes no -Prompt 'continue? yes|no ]
A if %quer% = no Athen Asv quer = false.
Aelse Asv quer ~ true.
Asv i = % i% +  1 
Aend
Asv again -  [getchoice yes no -prompt * Do you want another query?*]
A if %aghin% = no Athen Asv sec = .folse.
Aelse Asv sec = true.
Apopup prompt2.pro 8 50 3 2
clear
quit
Aend
Aretum
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